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Campus:
Football game 
to block off 
parking lots
By Daily staff
Stadium-area parking lots will 
open to fans at 1 p.m. for Friday 
night’s home football game.
People who park in stadium and 
Iowa State Center lots will need 
to move their cars. General staff 
lots will open to the public at 11 
a.m. Reserve lots and stalls for 
drivers with disabilities will not.
Those who usually park at Jack 
Trice Stadium must move their 
cars by 11 a.m. Friday. They’ll be 
directed to:
  Lots A, B, C and G at Towers
  Lot 100, Lied Recreation 
Athletic Center
  Lot 29, north of Molecular 
Biology and Communication
  Lot 29B, along Stange Road
  East campus parking deck
  Lot 21, west of the Armory As a senior in global 
resource systems, Rachel 
Owen has a lot on her plate.
Besides being the 
College of Agriculture 
and Life Sciences Student 
Council secretary, the trea-
surer for Alpha Zeta honor 
fraternity, Veishea enter-
tainment co-chairwoman 
and a member of both the 
Soil Judging Team and 
the Agronomy Club, Owen 
was recently elected vice 
president of the national 
organization Students 
of Agronomy, Soils and 
Environmental Sciences. 
She will be serving in the 
position in 2012.
Owen decided to run 
for the position during the 
national meeting in San 
Antonio earlier this year. 
She had been previously 
serving as the Soil Judging 
Contest chairwoman for 
The five dean finalists for the 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
have each spoken at an open forum 
and visited campus during the past 
three weeks.
The finalists — Albert 
Boggess, Carolyn Cutrona, Beate 
Schmittmann, Chaden Djalali and 
Douglas Epperson — each had the op-
portunity to give a short presentation 
outlining their feelings on leadership, 
diversity and what they saw for Iowa 
State’s LAS College. Several of the 
finalists also used the time to give a 
short history of their educational and 
career history.
“I think we have a really fantastic 
slate of candidates for the LAS dean,” 
said David Oliver, interim dean for the 
College of LAS. “I would be delighted 
with several of the candidates. The 
open fora are always a challenge be-
cause they are on pretty open topics. 
Nevertheless, I thought that the can-
didates, as a rule, did very well.”
Oliver, who has been the interim 
dean since Michael Whiteford retired 
from the position last spring, attend-
ed all of the open forums along with a 
variety of faculty, staff and students.
After each presentation, those in 
attendance were allowed to ask the 
At a large university like Iowa 
State, students often blend in and 
go unnoticed by classmates and 
professors. 
However, retired Col. EJ Otero 
was not that type of student.
“He had strong leadership skills 
at Iowa State and I knew that after 
graduation he would be doing some-
thing more than just getting a job,” 
said Steffen Schmidt, university 
professor of political science, who 
had Otero in his Latin American 
politics and American government 
classes at Iowa State.
Schmidt recalled that Otero 
The ISU football team has gotten 
used to the underdog role this season, 
having been favored in only two of its 
nine games so far. However, this week 
presents a whole new meaning to that 
title.
The Cyclones (5-4, 2-4 Big 12) are 
a 27.5-point underdog in their final 
home game of the season as they host 
No. 2 Oklahoma State in the prime-
time spotlight of a Friday night game 
that will be broadcast on ESPN.
“The truth of it is on both sides 
of the ball, [Oklahoma State] is not 
overly complicated,” said ISU coach 
Paul Rhoads. “What they’re doing on 
offense [is] what a lot of folks are do-
ing, they just do it so well, they have 
such great success.”
Iowa State has never beaten a 
team ranked sixth or higher in the na-
tional polls. The highest-ranked team 
the Cyclones have upset was ranked 
No. 7, having done so three times — 
in 1976, 1985 and 1992 — in school 
history.
The Cowboys (10-0, 7-0) are 
averaging 51.7 points per game — 
which is second in the nation — with 
a 25.4-point average margin of vic-
tory. Much of the team’s success is 
thanks to its 28-year-old quarterback 
Brandon Weeden.
“Weeden can diagnose the de-
fense in a split second and put it only 
where his wide receiver can get it ev-
ery single time,” said linebacker Jake 
Knott. “I’ve probably watched six of 
their games from start to finish and 
haven’t seen him throw a bad pass.”
Photo: Yue Wu/Iowa State Daily
ISU coach Paul Rhoads gives the team direction on the sidelines during the Cyclones’ 33-17 loss to Texas A&M on Oct. 22 at Jack Trice Stadium. Iowa State plays 
host to No. 2 Oklahoma State at 7 p.m. Friday at Jack Trice Stadium.
eduCation:
ISU officials 
gather for 
roundtable
By Paige Godden, 
Daily staff writer
Representatives from the col-
leges of Human Science and 
Liberal Arts and Science gath-
ered for a roundtable discussion 
about Gov. Terry Branstad’s 
education reform proposal.
Participants said one of the good 
things to come from the reform 
is increasing starting teacher 
salaries from somewhere 
between $28,000 and $31,000 to 
$40,000.
A problem raised in the meeting 
is there may not be enough 
lobbying for education to get 
professionals’ concerns across.
An idea of Branstad’s plan is 
to lengthen student teaching 
programs to 15 or 16 weeks and 
to make students work up to  
100 hours before beginning 
student teaching.
Football
Friday 
night 
finale
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
The ISU athletic department has sold 
50,000 tickets to all six home football 
games for the first time in school 
history.
This season also has seen the highest 
all-time average attendance of 53,309, 
beating the 1982 average of 51,906,  
according to a news release.
The Cyclones’ first three home games 
all replaced each other sequentially 
as the second-most attended game in 
ISU history. Iowa State was 2-1 in those 
games, with its only loss coming to 
Texas 37-14 on Oct. 1.
Cyclones set ticket 
sales milestone
BarnettKnott
FOOTBALL.p3 >>
Student profile LAS dean
Taking on a new role
SASES.
“It seemed like a natu-
ral step up from what I 
had done last year,” Owen 
said.
Owen’s election to the 
position didn’t come as 
a surprise to those who 
know her. Darrin Rahn, 
senior in agricultural 
business, has worked 
with Owen in a variety of 
College of Agriculture and 
Life Sciences events as 
well as on CALS Student 
Council.
“It’s an honor to have 
Rachel represent Iowa 
State University by serv-
Photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
Rachel Owen, senior in global resource systems, will serve as a vice president of the 
national group Students of Agronomy, Soils and Environmental Sciences for 2012.
Politics
Alum runs for Congress
Group 
considers 
finalists’ 
strengths
By Katelynn.McCollough 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Breanne.Hunter 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Weather | Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Breezy, with winds  
15 to 20 mph under 
mostly sunny skies.
Gloomy with mostly 
cloudy skies and a  
chance of showers.
Winter’s coming. Mostly 
sunny skies and brisk air 
can be expected.
28|50
FRI
30|54
SAT
26|37
SUN
MONDAY
Cyclone Central Tailgate 
When: 
5 to 7:30 p.m.
What:
Buffet meal pro-
vided by Olde Main is 
available for $12 for 
members and $17 
for non-members. 
Participants must 
pre-register for meal. 
Where:
ISU Alumni Center, 
420 Beach Ave.
TUESDAY
Concert: Dave Zollo and 
the Body Electric
When: 
9 to 11:59 p.m.
What:
Dave Zollo and the 
Body Electric, a 
blues/rock group, will 
be performing at the 
M-Shop for their CD 
release show. $8 ISU 
students, $10 general 
public. 
Where:
Maintenance Shop
Calendar
1987:
On this day in 1987, winds gusting to 80 mph 
in western New York state damaged buildings. 
Also, high winds in the Upper Yellowstone Valley 
gusted to 64 mph.
fun
fact
Celebrity News
Notes and events.
Petition: Ryan Gosling 
should be ‘Sexiest Man,’ not 
Bradley Cooper
That was the reaction Ryan 
Gosling fans had when Bradley 
Cooper was crowned People 
magazine’s Sexiest Man Alive 
for 2011.
As soon as the announcement 
was made, ardent Gosling sup-
porters took to blogs and news 
websites to complain, and a peti-
tion has popped up on Change.
org asking for People mag to 
admit their mistake and “right 
this wrong.”
“We believe People magazine 
made a huge mistake by choos-
ing Bradley Cooper as the 2011 
Sexiest Man Alive,” the petition 
description says. “2011 was 
clearly the year of Ryan Gosling 
and we demand that People 
magazine give Ryan his own 
magazine cover.”
The petition was created by 
BuzzFeed, and at the time of this 
post 1,749 fans have signed it.
BuzzFeed also asked read-
ers and fans to print out Ryan 
Gosling masks and protest in 
front of the People magazine of-
fices Thursday afternoon in New 
York City.
And it’s not just the fans. George 
Clooney, who worked alongside 
Gosling in “The Ides of March,” 
recently joked with “Extra” that 
Gosling has been prepping 
himself for the role.
“[Gosling] really wants it,” he 
said. “He’s been saying ... the 
whole time we were on the set of 
‘Ides,’ he was like, ‘How did you 
pull that off?’ So I called up Brad 
Pitt and we worked with him for 
weeks on the walk ... we told 
him how to train ... everything.”
Demi Moore says she is 
divorcing Kutcher
Actress Demi Moore said 
Thursday she plans to divorce 
Ashton Kutcher.
“It is with great sadness and a 
heavy heart that I have decided 
to end my six-year marriage to 
Ashton,” Moore, 49, said in a 
statement.
“As a woman, a mother and a 
wife, there are certain values 
and vows that I hold sacred, 
and it is in this spirit that I have 
chosen to move forward with my 
life,” she said. “This is a trying 
time for me and my family, and 
so I would ask for the same 
compassion and privacy that 
you would give to anyone going 
through a similar situation.”
Kutcher, 33, currently stars in 
“Two and a Half Men.”
The prolific Twitter user sent a 
message Thursday afternoon: 
“I will forever cherish the time 
I spent with Demi. Marriage is 
one of the most difficult things 
in the world and unfortunately 
sometimes they fail. Love and 
Light, AK”
The couple started the Demi 
& Ashton Foundation (DNA) to 
combat the international sexual 
slavery trade.
Moore and Kutcher began 
dating in 2003 and married in 
September 2005.
It was the first time to tie the 
knot for Kutcher, the third for 
Moore. Before Bruce Willis, 
Moore was married to rock 
musician Freddy Moore.
GQ’s ‘Knockout’ of the year? 
Mila Kunis
Sgt. Scott Moore didn’t know 
this when he invited Mila Kunis 
to attend Friday’s Marine Corps 
Ball with him over the summer, 
but it turns out he’ll be attending 
the event with GQ’s “Knockout of 
the Year.”
The men’s mag has bestowed 
the title on Kunis, whose 
“Friends with Benefits” co-star 
gets some love from GQ as one 
of the publication’s “Men of the 
Year.”
GQ outlines the reasons that the 
28-year-old actress has landed 
this year’s honor: She’s “hot,” 
“funny,” “cool,” “speaks fluent 
Russian,” and is “a ‘Family Guy’ 
voice.”
About that: Kunis tells GQ that 
she’s not one to run around 
calling her theatrical offer-
ings — such as being the voice 
of “Family Guy’s” Meg — works 
of art.
“I love what I do, but my theory is 
that it’s people who doubt what 
they do and want to prove it to 
you who are like, ‘It’s art. I create 
art. It’s art, art, art.’”
Kunis, on the other hand, pre-
tends “I’m someone else for 12 
hours; I record ‘Family Guy’ and 
then I get to go home and watch 
‘Jersey Shore.’”
So if she didn’t get into the busi-
ness to make “art,” what was 
the reason? Easy: Her parents, 
having relocated the family from 
what is now the Ukraine to Los 
Angeles, needed a baby-sitter.
“My English was a little janky. I 
didn’t have very many friends. 
And there was this place ad-
vertised on the radio as a place 
to meet other kids — an acting 
class,” she recalled. “My parents 
couldn’t afford a babysitter. They 
said, ‘Great, this takes up our 
Saturday.’”
CNN Wire staff
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Dec. 13
Officers assisted an 18-year-
old male resident who was 
suffering from an alcohol 
overdose at Wilson Hall. The 
individual was transported by 
ambulance to Mary Greeley 
Medical Center for treatment 
(reported at 2:14 a.m.).
Evan Baczek, 18, 2628 Helser 
Hall, was cited for possession 
of drug paraphernalia at Friley 
Hall (reported at 2:21 a.m.).
A wallet that was stolen on 
Oct. 9 was recovered during 
the execution of a search 
warrant-criminal charges are 
pending at Lied Recreation 
Athletic Center (reported at 
9:29 p.m.).
Dec. 14
Hanyu Yangcheng reported 
the theft of a laptop computer 
at the Food Science Building 
(reported at 9:37 a.m.).
April Nikkel, 22, of Kelley, 
Iowa, was arrested and 
charged with theft (third 
degree) and forgery (reported 
at 3:30 p.m.). 
Dec. 15
Jason Papiani, 34, of Ankeny, 
Iowa, was arrested for operat-
ing while intoxicated, unlawful 
possession of prescription 
drugs, possession of drug 
paraphernalia and identity 
theft (reported at 12:19 a.m.).
Katelyne Winkler, 19, 708 
Burnett, was arrested and 
charged with probation viola-
tion (reported at 9 a.m.).
Toni Proescholdt, 1473 Eaton 
Hall, reported the theft of a 
bike at Union Drive Community 
Center (reported at 12:34 
p.m.).
Kai Wang reported the theft of 
a laptop computer and books 
at Parks Library (reported at 
12:44 p.m.).
A laptop computer that was 
reported stolen on Nov. 14 
from Food Science was recov-
ered. Other stolen electronics 
were seized, including laptop 
computers and projectors 
at Maple-Willow-Larch 
Commons. Dustin Evans, age 
28, no permanent address, 
was arrested and charged with 
second degree theft (a Class 
D felony); he was transported 
to the Story County Justice 
Center (reported at 1:48 p.m.).
Brandon Landhuis, 6328 
Wallace Hall, reported the 
theft of a bike st Carver Hall 
(reported at 3:09 p.m.).
A patron reported the theft 
of a wallet from the racquet-
ball court area Beyer Hall. 
The item, absent the cash, 
was subsequently recovered 
outside the building (reported 
at 6:34 p.m.).
A resident reported be-
ing struck by a neighbor at 
Schilletter Village . The inci-
dent remains under investiga-
tion (reported at 7:46 p.m.).
An individual reported an unaf-
filiated person was viewing 
inappropriate contents on a 
computer at Design College; 
the person was located and 
warned (reported at 9:56 p.m.).
Daniel Frey, 6237 Frederiksen 
Court, reported the theft of 
a bike at Frederiksen Court 
(reported at 10:42 p.m.). 
Dec. 16
Richard Monk, 29, 4830 
Mortensen Road unit 303, was 
arrested and charged with 
public intoxication (second) 
and parole violation (reported 
at 2:32 a.m.).
An individual reported a case 
of identity theft at the Armory 
(reported at 10:24 a.m.).
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Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the 
rest of campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.
Logan Faucher, senior in biology, and Daniel Andersen, junior in animal ecology, face off in the 
challenge of two predators for an ecology class activity Thursday on Central Campus.
PREDATOR V. PREY: Survival of the fittest
Daily Snapshot
Photo: Emily Harmon/Iowa State Daily
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Weeden’s favorite target 
has been Justin Blackmon, 
who was the 2010 Biletnikoff 
Award recipient for best re-
ceiver in college football.
Blackmon, a junior, has 
amassed more than 1,100 re-
ceiving yards on the season 
and leads the nation in re-
ceiving touchdowns with 14.
“It makes me shiver just as 
I think about him and watch 
any tape on him,” Rhoads said 
of Blackmon. “You’ve got to 
find a way to get as many bod-
ies around him and the other 
players as you can.
“So much of their success 
is because so many of their 
big plays come because a guy 
like him catches the ball in 
open field and makes one guy 
miss, makes one guy really 
look bad and then runs the 
length of the field with just 
grass to cover.”
In having the extra week 
to prepare for the Cyclones’ 
highest-ranked opponent 
since 2007 (45-7 loss to No. 
2 Kansas), ISU quarterback 
Jared Barnett said he made 
the most of it by studying the 
opposing defense and what it 
has to bring.
“I’ve watched a lot of video 
trying to learn everything 
about their defense that I 
could possibly know,” Barnett 
said. “[I want to know] what 
to expect in certain situa-
tions, what to expect from 
the [defensive backs] when-
ever they’re bringing a cer-
tain blitz, their tendencies 
on third-and-long, third-and-
short, things of that nature.”
Barnett, who is 2-0 as the 
Cyclones’ starting quarter-
back, has yet to eclipse the 
200-yard mark in passing 
yards, having only thrown for 
one touchdown. However, he 
will be facing an OSU pass 
defense that is 93rd in the na-
tion, giving up 256.1 passing 
yards per game.
“They’re a quick-strike 
team,” said running back 
James White. “Keeping the 
ball out [of ] their hands and 
creating turnovers and us 
taking advantage of the turn-
overs is going to be a key.”
The Cyclones sit one win 
away from being bowl eligible 
for the second time in the 
past three years. Iowa State 
has not made a bowl since 
Rhoads’ first season at the 
helm of the program — a 14-
13 win over Minnesota in the 
Insight Bowl.
Kickoff is scheduled for 
7 p.m. at Jack Trice Stadium 
and the game will be televised 
on ESPN.
“With the chalk in our 
hand, we’re going to be able 
to put some things out there 
that we should be able to 
throw and catch and run and 
move the chains,” Rhoads 
said. “It’s a matter of going out 
and executing.”
ing as vice president of the 
national agronomy organiza-
tion,” Rahn said.
Owen will meet every 
month with the other SASES 
officers via teleconference to 
plan meetings and organize 
speakers.
In March, the officers will 
travel to Washington, D.C. for 
National Ag Day.
Owen also will play a role in 
planning the organization’s re-
gional conference, which will 
take place at Iowa State next 
year.
While some students 
might get overwhelmed by all 
these responsibilities, Owen 
takes all the opportunities pre-
sented to her in stride.
“Being in leadership roles 
give you practical experience 
after college, and all my activi-
ties give me experience,” Owen 
said.
Along with her new re-
sponsibilities on the national 
level, Owen is also keeping 
busy with all her commit-
ments here at Iowa State.
The Soil Judging Team 
recently placed fourth out of 
21 teams at nationals. Owen 
placed sixth individually, one 
of her biggest accomplish-
ments during her career at 
Iowa State.
“She is a standout leader 
with great determination and 
conviction and I have no doubt 
she’ll do excellent work,” Rahn 
said.
finalists questions. They also were given evalu-
ation sheets where they would have a chance to 
weigh in on their choice for the new dean.
“I do wish that more students and faculty 
had shown up at the fora as the next dean will 
be a major decision-maker in their lives on cam-
pus,” Oliver said.
The first two forums saw no students in at-
tendance, although more students attended as 
the forums continued.
“I think we have five really talented candi-
dates,” said Joel Geske, an LAS faculty senator 
and chairman of the LAS Diversity Committee. 
“I think everybody brings different strengths to 
the table.”
Geske met with each candidate twice while 
they visited campus, but this was during what 
he described as “closed forums” for members on 
the search committees.
There has been no announcement of the 
new dean at this time, but the decision should be 
made within the following weeks.
>>FOOTBALL.p1
The cellphone is already a must-
have in daily life — 99 percent of 
students have cellphones, and 75 
percent of parents pay for students’ 
cellphones.
The statistics above come from 
a study conducted by Professor 
Mikiyasu Hakoyama and Shotaro 
Hakoyama at Central Michigan 
University about cellphone use on 
social networking and development 
among college students.
The study found that there are 
gender differences in ways cell-
phones are used. They reported that 
college women perceive cellphones 
as more important than men, spend 
significantly more time on cellphones 
than men do, and depend more on the 
cellphone for maintaining their social 
relationships than men.
“Cellphone use may have a 
more complex influence on [female 
students’] social relationships,” 
Hakoyama said. “Those who will not 
respond soon enough to their phone 
calls or those who do not put an ef-
fort to regularly call their friends may 
eventually be left out of the loop.”
There are also gender differences 
with which college students are inter-
acting through cellphones. Graduate 
student Stephanie L. Blackman at the 
University of Tennessee conducted 
a study about cellphone usage in col-
lege freshmen.
The study shows that voice 
calls are used more when students 
communicate with their parents. 
Freshman students spend more time 
calling their mother than father.
“I never go outside of my house 
without my cellphone. It’s like a 
habit,” said Tuan Nguyen, senior in 
finance. “I feel like I miss something if 
I don’t have my phone with me. Even 
if I go out for five minutes, I have my 
phone.”
Not having a cellphone or limited 
use of one could have a direct impact 
on social relationships. Cellphones 
make us feel that people can be con-
tacted anytime, and more and more 
people seem to be irritated when 
others cannot be reached promptly, 
Hakayama said.
In a society that values gender 
equality, people tend to assume that 
they are similar in every way when 
they have equal access to something, 
especially among younger genera-
tions in term of social network use. 
However, through the scientific stud-
ies, females and males are different in 
using cellphones.
>>DEAN.p1
>>OWEN.p1
Communication
Research finds differences in phone use
By Shuyang.Qu 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo illustration: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
Recent studies show gender differences in ways cellphones are used. Women view cellphones as more important, spend 
more time on cellphones than men, and depend upon their cellphones more for maintaining their social relationships.
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Post office 
still relevant 
in digital age
Editorial
While our parents might still want 
hard copies of their bills, financial 
statements, or newsletters, many 
in our generation would scoff and 
log in online for the same informa-
tion. Such a shift between the baby 
boomer generation and the Internet 
generation is great for the environ-
ment, but not so good for the future of 
the United States Postal Service.
It’s no secret that post offices are 
struggling. The Daily has hosted 
multiple news stories about the 
potential shutdown of smaller Ames 
post offices and proposals to close 10 
percent of all U.S. post offices have 
been floating through Congress for 
months.
While many students won’t care 
whether the Postal Service exists 10 
years from now, there are good rea-
sons that this federal service should 
not be shuttered completely.
While the Internet is slowly shar-
ing a world of information with rural 
communities, for many the post office 
still remains a major method of com-
munication with the outside world. 
No commercial company in its right 
mind would provide a service where 
you can send a letter from Story 
City, Iowa, (pop. 3,400) to Wallace, 
Calif., (pop. 253) for the same price as 
sending a letter from Des Moines to 
nearby Chicago. This one-price com-
munication network allows individu-
als to easily share information and 
ideas with others no matter where 
they live and is a pillar of free speech 
in the United States. 
But on the other hand, the Postal 
Service is not 100 percent efficient. 
There are many ways it could cut 
costs while retaining its basic, non-
tiered delivery service. We could 
learn a thing or two from countries 
like Germany, where the delivery 
back-end of the postal service re-
mains, but 99.9 percent of the post of-
fices have been shuttered and instead 
the postal service provides services 
housed in local businesses.
Our mailboxes could be co-located 
in fewer central locations to save on 
delivery costs. Service days could be 
cut or subdivided to allow the Postal 
Service to provide delivery to the 
country’s many small towns. Email 
is an amazing innovation, but it is 
far from perfect. Originally used to 
connect researchers, email is far less 
secure than a sealed envelope for 
sending information. Its ease of use 
makes global commerce possible, but 
also leads to mistakes like the leaked 
internal CBS memo that angered the 
Bachmann campaign recently.
We go to the Post Office to send 
mail, get passports, register for the se-
lective service and accomplish many 
other tasks today. Their services are 
still important to all of us, but it is 
time for a change. We’ll miss the MU 
Post Office, but we can survive with 
fewer offices here in Ames.
Editor in Chief: Jake Lovett
editor@iowastatedaily.com 
Phone: (515) 294.5688
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Students, this year, your tuition is be-tween $3,200 and $4,200 per semester if you’re an in-state resident, depending 
on your major. A decade ago, your tuition was 
half that.
Are you getting twice the education an ISU 
student did 10 years ago? Does your degree 
carry twice the weight in the job market today 
than it did at the turn of the new millennium?
Ten years ago, the state funded two-thirds 
of Iowa State’s general education and your tu-
ition paid the remaining third. Back then, you 
had a true public education. Today, however, 
the story is much grimmer because now the 
inverse is true: You cover two-thirds of the bill. 
In just the last three years alone, the state of 
Iowa has reduced appropriations to the three 
regents universities a whopping 25 percent.
If you’re funding most of your education 
now, aren’t you getting a private education, 
not a public one? If the state is appropriating 
less money to public universities, where is that 
money going that’s more important than the 
education of Iowa’s citizens?
This summer, the state auditor reported a 
quarter billion dollar surplus in the last state of 
Iowa budget. Projections of surpluses for this 
fiscal year are even higher. If the state had a re-
cord budget surplus this past year and they’re 
expected to have even more this year, why is 
your tuition set to go up another 4 percent?
Classes are eliminated. Programs are cut. 
Lecturers are being hired instead of profes-
sors, and when a professor retires, they’re 
not replaced. Graduate TAs teach more and 
more classes, but there’s fewer of them too, so 
undergrad TAs are taking their place. What 
professors we do have left are teaching an extra 
class or three, and some are even acting as 
secretaries because their department’s support 
staff was fired to cut costs.
If your department is going to be gutted and 
your classes taught by TAs, then wasn’t the 
movie “Good Will Hunting” right when Matt 
Damon bragged about getting a better educa-
tion with nothing but a free library card?
What about when you graduate and you’ve 
got twice as much debt as someone graduating 
10 years ago? It wouldn’t be such a big deal if 
wages doubled, but they’ve hardly changed in a 
decade — and that’s if you can even get a job.
Would it not be in the Iowa public’s best 
interest if our debt was lower so we could be 
more productive citizens? Less debt means 
graduates would be more likely to stay in Iowa 
to work, start a business or, of course, spend 
more.
Think about this: 25 percent of ISU gradu-
ates start a business, and about 75 percent of 
those are right here in Iowa. Better than half 
of Iowa State’s graduates will stay in state and 
work for someone else. How about the grads 
from our illustrious Vet Med college? They’re 
contributing to Iowa’s $10 billion animal 
industry.
Of course, Iowa State isn’t the only gig 
in Iowa: For every $1 the state gives the 
University of Iowa, there’s a better than 1,500 
percent return on that investment. The vast 
majority of doctors, dentists and pharmacists 
in Iowa were educated in Iowa City.
And we all know Northern Iowa’s impact 
on Iowa’s K-12 education. The Panthers rely on 
the state the most, deriving nearly half of their 
education funding (opposed to our 35 percent) 
from appropriations. If we’re hurting here in 
Ames, you can only imagine how badly the cuts 
are killing the good folks in Cedar Falls.
You and the taxpayers of Iowa are getting 
screwed, and it’s high time you did something 
about it. Complaining gets you nowhere, so 
I want to offer you a shot at taking control of 
your student debt and education destiny.
I am the legislative coordinator of the ISU 
Ambassadors. Historically, the Ambassadors 
have lobbied against the cuts to the Iowa 
Legislature during Regent’s Day each spring.
This has made for a nice dog-and-pony 
show, but by the time we go down there to 
lobby, the deals between the legislators have al-
ready been made and there’s diddly squat some 
student wearing a “Stop The Cuts!” button on 
his shirt is going to do to change that.
But this year, instead of being reactive, I 
proposed to the Ambassadors that we be proac-
tive. So we’re writing our own legislation and 
we’re taking it to Des Moines for a vote. The 
thing is, I want your input.
I’ve already talked to some of you, but I 
want to talk to more. I want to hear what you 
have to say. I want to hear about how the cuts 
have affected you, and what ideas you have to 
make Iowa State and the other regents schools 
a better place to be a student.
If you think there’s waste, tell me how. If 
you think the university is divvying up the 
money incorrectly, let me know. If you think 
certain programs are woefully underfunded 
and desperately need more funding, I want to 
know that too. Just give me specifics.
So students, professors, janitors, whoever, 
I want your input. Send your ideas to barry.
snell@iowastatedaily.com, and we’ll take them 
to the Capitol.
Here’s your chance to affect change.
Barry Snell is a senior in history from 
Muscatine, Iowa.
By Barry.Snell
@iowastatedaily.com
Religion
No funding for discrimination 
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof ...”
The text of the First 
Amendment of the U.S. 
Constitution holds powerful 
ideas. These words have long been 
used to protect both the religious 
freedom of American citizens, 
as well as the freedom from a 
government-endorsed religion.
In more recent decades, 
the religion clauses of the First 
Amendment have come into play 
in cases regarding issues such as 
school prayer, religious displays at 
government buildings, and finan-
cial assistance from the govern-
ment to religious institutions.
This past week, Catholic bish-
ops met at a national convention 
to reaffirm their opposition to 
many contentious issues, such as 
abortion and homosexuality. The 
church leaders talked of another 
issue they see Catholics being 
faced with — religious liberty.
With the nation becoming 
steadily more progressive and lib-
eral, these bishops are concerned 
that their religious liberty — that 
is, their constitutional right to 
practice their religion freely — is 
being infringed upon by more 
states legalizing gay marriage.
But are these types of govern-
ment actions infringing upon 
religious freedoms?
In an incident this summer, 
civil unions were legalized in 
Illinois, meaning Catholic adop-
tion agencies that operated in 
the state faced a choice: continue 
to offer adoption services and 
extend those services to couples 
in civil unions or lose funding 
from the state government for 
discrimination.
Now, the state government (or 
the federal government) can-
not force religious agencies or 
institutions to provide services 
to certain groups they morally 
oppose. But when those agen-
cies or institutions are receiving 
funding from government agen-
cies, the issue becomes one not 
of religious freedom, but of the 
separation of church and state and 
discrimination.
In the particular case of the 
Illinois adoption agencies, state 
Rep. Greg Harris, a Democrat 
from Chicago, gave a clear expla-
nation of why Catholic adoption 
services would have to accom-
modate newly sanctioned civil 
unions, or risk losing state fund-
ing. He said, “... they’re coming on 
behalf of the state to get contracts 
to provide government services 
on behalf of the state. They can’t 
pick and choose which Illinoisans 
they think are worthy of those 
services.”
Religious liberties are not 
being infringed upon when it is 
a matter of the state government 
interacting with a religious insti-
tution, and requiring it to act in a 
manner consistent with secular 
government activities — that is, 
with an attitude of non-discrimi-
nation. When state governments 
recognize same-sex couples, they 
can be offered protection from 
discrimination in the same man-
ner as married couples.
When a religious group is 
performing services for the state, 
such as adoption and foster care 
services, it must be expected to 
adhere to the same non-discrim-
ination practices that the state 
holds as long as it receives govern-
ment money.
Bishop William E. Lori 
of Bridgeport, Conn., at the 
Conference of Catholic Bishops, 
worried that “the services which 
the Catholic Church and other 
denominations provide are more 
crucial than ever, but it is becom-
ing more and more difficult for us 
to deliver these services in a man-
ner that respects the very faith 
that impels us to provide them.”
Nothing is prohibiting these 
organizations from providing 
charitable services to those in 
need. If these organizations 
were able to find private, non-
governmental funding to help run 
their agencies, there would be no 
problem with them continuing to 
only offer services to heterosexual 
couples or single parents.
I know of no one who would 
advocate taking away the reli-
gious rights given to Catholics 
(or any religious group) in the 
Constitution. One of America’s 
fundamental principles is that of 
religious freedom. Each citizen 
is free to hold any religious belief 
they desire.
Those who would like to 
believe they are being suppressed 
by the secular government and 
are being denied religious liber-
ties are playing the victim card. 
They are painting a false picture 
of persecution and oppression. 
No government entity is trying to 
stop these Catholic charities from 
operating. No one is trying to tell 
Catholic citizens that they must 
start accepting homosexual mar-
riages. Governments are simply 
reminding religious organizations 
that, if they are being supported 
by state money, discrimination of 
unions recognized by that state is 
impermissible.
Claire Vriezen is a junior in  
biology and psychology from 
Rochester, Minn.
By Claire.Vriezen 
@iowastatedaily.com
Holiday Shopping Benefits
Join us as we donate 15-20% of your purchases  
to these participating organizations:
Fair Trade gifts always give twice, and during these  
events we’re happy to give back to our own community, too.
Friendship International ..................
ARC of Story County .......................
Volunteer Center of Story County .....
Ames Public Library .........................
Good Neighbor ...........................
Ames Choral Society ........................
Iowa Wildlife Center .............................
National Alliance on Mental Illness ....
Tuesday, Nov. 15, 5-8PM 
Thursday, Nov. 17, 5-8PM
Sunday, Nov. 20, 1-4PM
Tuesday, Nov. 29, 5-8PM
Wednesday, Nov. 30, 5-8PM
Thursday, Dec. 1, 5-8PM
Friday, Dec. 2, 5-8PM
Sunday, Dec. 4, 1-4PM
Worldly Goods - 223 Main St. - Ames, IA 50010
(515) 233-4568
Set appointment at www.jensenscartech.com
6th & Kellogg    •    Ames, Iowa
JASON JENSEN, OWNER
232-8809
• Headaches
• Neck pain
• Tight muscles
• Lower back pain
• Numbness in
   hands or feet
NEW PATIENTS WELCOME
“Your Local Family Chiropractor”
809 Wheeler St. Suite 104 • Northern Lights Center
233-1709Call Us Today For an Appointment
Our experienced
staff  can help with:
Under a lot
of Pressure?
Don’t let back or neck
pain get your down!
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Politics
Some magazines are just for entertainment
Rolling Stone, you’ve done it again. That delightful liberal manifesto masquer-ading as a music magazine has done 
all it could to derail any right-wing ideas while 
heralding any Democratic Party move. Collect 
every edition of Rolling Stone and you would 
have two things: a full biography on the life and 
times of Bob Dylan, and an encyclopedia of 
great accomplishments by liberal politicians.
The most frightening outcome of these 
biased articles is that readers accept this as 
news. If I were looking for updates on a Bruce 
Springsteen album re-release or reviews on 
the newest Jack White project, then I will trust 
Rolling Stone. If I am looking for hard and fast 
news on current events or the actions of politi-
cians, I want a source without a slant.
I am not saying I am against Democratic 
ideology — I voted for Barack Obama in 2008 
— but I hardly see the balanced journalism in a 
magazine that can commend him for brilliant 
maturity as commander in chief during his 
assessment of the crisis in Libya, then turn 
around and ridicule Rick Perry (the article 
alleges that Perry sells off government to the 
highest bidder).
No one says entertainment magazines 
have to be objective and present both sides to 
an argument, but we have to remember they 
are just that, entertainment. ESPN, Rolling 
Stone or Cosmopolitan may have their own 
sense of journalistic integrity, and they all tell 
good stories, but they should not be regarded 
as essential reference points for political news. 
Unfortunately, in the convoluted media scene, 
it is often the loudest and most amusing voices 
that are heard.
This leads to the role of television in our 
perception of public figures. During the 2000 
presidential election, “Saturday Night Live” did 
a brilliant job of transferring George Bush and 
Al Gore into comedic characters. This quality of 
humor was replicated in 2008, when Tina Fey 
masterfully played Sarah Palin. Cast mem-
bers from the show have even admitted that it 
seemed as though voters were casting ballots 
based on their characters as much as they were 
voting for the actual candidates.
Jon Stewart has amassed Emmy awards, a 
loyal following and for some reason a reputa-
tion as a journalist on the level of Tim Russert 
or Tom Brokaw. Stewart began his career as a 
stand-up comedian and that is all we should 
take him as. Personally, I prefer the coattail-
riding Stephen Colbert, yet both are simply 
satirists.
They poke fun at every politician and public 
figure, but both take advantage of the right far 
more than the left. Stewart’s most notable act 
was calling out “Mad Money” host Jim Cramer 
for making a mockery of our economy and 
hardships. Ironic, huh?
Comedy Central’s dynamic duo makes no 
qualms about going after Fox News and its 
hosts. While I do not subscribe to the theory 
that Fox News is severely biased toward the 
conservative, there is no hiding that Sean 
Hannity is the most insufferable man on televi-
sion or that Bill O’Reilly votes Republican. 
Yet when these men and their fellow anchors 
criticize an Obama-led move, they are chastised 
by Stewart and his following.
This senseless banter between these en-
tertainers receives more stock than it’s worth. 
While programs like the “O’Reilly Show” and 
“Daily Show” perform well in weekly rat-
ings, reliable news magazines struggle. “Rock 
Center” took to the airwaves two weeks ago and 
made almost no impact until an interview with 
the disgusting monster Jerry Sandusky.
Brian Williams and his cohorts are the 
minds to turn to for valuable information. I 
would much rather see Jim Lehrer moderate a 
political debate than Lewis Black. News sourc-
es and journalists are the voices of objectivity.
The media was established as an outlet for 
sharing information. From electronic to print 
media, some people work to provide this mean-
ingful information. Responsibility lies with the 
consumers. We can choose to sift through the 
tabloids and subjective editorials or listen to the 
voices of reason.
If we are going to cast votes for people who 
can change the way we live our daily lives, do 
we want our knowledge of them to come from 
viable sources or from people that will say any-
thing to sell subscriptions or pull ratings?
Focus on the Family, a conservative Christian media ministry orga-
nization, asserted in published 
accounts that gay rights 
advocates are forcing their 
viewpoints (their so-called 
“gay agenda”) in schools in the 
guise of bullying prevention.
Focus on the Family 
spokesperson Candi Cushman 
asserted that gay activists are 
the real schoolyard bullies 
while conservative Christians 
are the victims. “We feel more 
and more that activists are 
being deceptive in using anti-
bullying rhetoric to introduce 
their viewpoints, while the 
viewpoint of Christian stu-
dents and parents are increas-
ingly belittled,” Cushman said.
I have been gay most of 
my life, probably all of my life, 
and I have been involved in 
community organizing for 
the past 40 years, and I still 
don’t understand this term 
“gay agenda.” If you talk to two 
random “gay activists,” you 
will most likely find multiple 
viewpoints toward social 
change.
If making schools safe and 
welcoming spaces for stu-
dents, faculty and staff of all 
sexual identities and gender 
expressions (as well as racial, 
ethnic, socioeconomic class, 
religious, ability backgrounds, 
ages, everyone), then yes — 
this is certainly part of my 
“gay agenda.” Let us look at the 
reasons why this must be part 
of all of our agendas, including 
that of Focus on the Family.
Ryan Patrick Halligan was 
born in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., in 
1990. His parents described 
him as a rather shy boy grow-
ing up, who early on exhibited 
developmental delays in his 
speech, language and motor 
skills. The family moved to 
Essex Junction, Vt., where, by 
the fifth grade, his peers bul-
lied him at school on a regular 
basis. Rumors soon circulated 
throughout the school that 
Darrin Cline is a senior in agricultural  
communications from Decorah, Iowa.
Letter
When I came to Iowa State, 
my goal was to obtain practi-
cal (keep that word in mind) 
education and to obtain skills 
in the area of criminal justice 
that would make me an attrac-
tive candidate for employment 
upon graduation.
Instead, I have been re-
quired to take classes such as 
“Youth and Crime,” “Violent 
Offenders,” “Social Inequality” 
and “Social Deviance.” These 
are effectively sociology class-
es. My gripe with this is that, 
while yes, it is important to 
consider the justice system’s 
inner workings and possible 
reasons for offending, none of 
these classes will offer me any 
practical skill I can honestly 
sell to an employer.
Consider a graduate from 
the DMACC criminal justice 
program. A sample of their 
classes follows: “Criminal 
Investigation,” “E-Crime 
Investigative Methods,” 
“Crime Scene Investigation,” 
“Effective Courtroom 
Testimony” and “Criminal 
Justice Report Writing.” 
These are practical skills that, 
upon receiving one’s associ-
ate’s degree, he or she can go 
directly into most agencies 
and say, “Yes, I can write a po-
lice report,” and, “Yes, I am fa-
miliar with methods of crime 
scene investigation.” What 
can I and a small cadre of Iowa 
State-only attendees say? “I 
know many theories of crime,” 
“I have an above-average 
understanding of criminals 
and antisocial persons,” and 
“I know of many social factors 
that drive people to deviate 
from the social order.”
Which sounds more 
attractive? In the current 
economy, we cannot afford to 
lie to ourselves. We are here to 
get practical education we can 
use to start our careers. We do 
not have any time for “social 
introspection” or any other 
value to college. If we are pay-
ing thousands of dollars, and 
counting, make the product 
we receive useful to us. 
Just because we aren’t ag-
riculture, engineering or busi-
ness doesn’t make LAS career 
interests any less important.
College no longer 
focuses on skills
Nathan Winters is a senior 
in criminal justiceRyan was gay. By seventh 
grade, his classmates continu-
ally teased and harassed him 
on school grounds and ex-
tended their taunts over email 
for having a learning disability 
and for allegedly being gay. On 
Oct. 7, 2003, feeling that he 
could no longer live with the 
constant abuse, Ryan Patrick 
Halligan took his life. He was 
13 years old.
Reports indicate that 
Ryan displayed many of the 
symptoms of youth targeted 
by face-to-face and online bul-
lying: He spent long hours on 
his computer, and he was se-
cretive regarding his interac-
tions on communication and 
information technologies.
His parents saw him mani-
fest a number of changes in 
his behavior: He increasingly 
lacked interest in engaging in 
social activities that included 
his peers, and he exhibited 
a pronounced change in his 
overall attitude, his appear-
ance and his habits.
Ryan’s father, John P. 
Halligan, established a 
website in loving tribute to his 
son as a clarion call to prevent 
what happened to Ryan from 
impacting the lives of any 
other young people. John 
Halligan expressed his hope:
“This site is dedicated 
to the memory of our son 
Ryan and for all young people 
suffering in silence from the 
pain of bullying and having 
thoughts of suicide. We hope 
young people become less 
ashamed to ask for help when 
feeling suicidal. We hope 
adults gain knowledge from 
our tragedy. As a society, we 
need to find better ways to 
help our young people through 
their most difficult growing 
years.”
The American 
Psychological Association 
passed a resolution in 2004 
calling on educational, govern-
mental, business and funding 
agencies to address issues of 
face-to-face and online bul-
lying. In the resolution, they 
particularly addressed acts 
of harassment “about race, 
ethnicity, religion, disability, 
sexual orientation and gender 
identity.” In addition, the 
resolution specifically empha-
sized the high rate of bully-
ing around issues of sexual 
identity, gender expression 
and disability:
“[C]hildren and youth with 
disabilities and children and 
youth who are lesbian, gay 
or transgender, or who are 
perceived to be so may be at 
particularly high risk of being 
bullied by their peers.”
Though too late to help 
Ryan Patrick Halligan, as 
someone with a disability and 
who was perceived as gay, this 
resolution can possibly assist 
in developing policies and can 
ultimately help in the reduc-
tion of bullying behaviors.
Students who are the 
targets of harassment by their 
peers are associated with 
higher rates of mental 
health problems. Risk 
factors for those targeted 
include increased school 
absenteeism, school dif-
ficulties including slipping 
grades and dropping out 
of school. Also, they have 
increased risk of alcohol 
and drug use and abuse, 
as well as psychosomatic 
symptoms. They are also 
linked to serious mental 
health problems including 
depression, anxiety dis-
orders, increased fear and 
withdrawal from family 
and peers, post-traumatic 
stress disorder, low self-
esteem, poor body image 
and suicidal ideation, at-
tempts and completion.
Lesbian, gay, bisexual 
and transgender people 
are integral members of 
families throughout this 
nation and the world. If 
Focus on the Family is 
seriously concerned with 
improving the quality of 
life and is truly focused on 
families, they will join us in 
this effort to work to secure 
the safety and the equity of 
educational outcomes for 
all people, including our 
lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender youth.
Diversity
Promoting my ‘gay agenda’
Warren J. Blumenfeld is  
an associate professor of  
curriculum and instruction
Something 
to say?
Continue the 
discussion 
online on our 
website:
iowastatedaily.
com
Work to secure 
safety, equity 
for LGBT youth
Photo courtesy of Comedy Central
By Darrin.Cline 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Volleyball
SportS Jargon:
Point spread
SPORT:
Athletics
DEFINITION:
The amount of points a team 
is favored to win, deter-
mined by sports betters in 
Las Vegas. The underdog 
is allowed the points it is 
expected to get beat by.
USE:
The point spread for the  
ISU-OSU game is 27.5.
Big ten:
Rose Bowl 
would take 
Penn State
penn State:
Scandal puts 
spotlight on  
campus police
The ISU volleyball team is preparing for its final road 
match of the regular season to take on Baylor in Waco, 
Texas.
No. 13 Iowa State (21-4, 12-2 Big 12) swept the Bears 
(18-12, 5-9) in the teams’ first meeting in Ames on Oct. 15.
“When they played up here, they didn’t play well, but 
they’re still a good team,” said ISU coach Christy Johnson-
Lynch. “They’re fighting for a chance to get into the tour-
nament, this is a huge match for them.”
Middle blocker Briana Tolbert leads the Bears’ of-
fensive attack, averaging 2.83 kills per set while hitting 
at a .347 clip, good for the third-best attack percentage in 
the conference among players averaging at least three at-
tempts per set.
While Tolbert has had a consistent senior campaign of-
fensively, the Bears’ strength can be found in their defense.
“Baylor is always a good defensive team,” said ISU mid-
dle blocker Kelsey Petersen. “In the Big 12 this year, any 
team can win on any night.”
Petersen added that Baylor and Iowa State are compa-
rable when it comes to the defensive side of the net.
The Cyclones lead the Big 12 in digs per set at 17.81, fol-
lowed closely by the Bears, who rank second in the confer-
ence with 17.53 digs per set.
Saturday’s match will also feature two of the premiere 
liberos in the conference as Iowa State’s Kristen Hahn and 
Baylor’s Allison King lead the conference in digs per set.
“Baylor is very athletic, they’re pretty physical and they 
have a pretty physical block,” Johnson-Lynch said. “Like 
every Big 12 road match, it’s going to be a challenge for us 
and we’re going to have to play well to win.”
The Bears average 1.99 blocks per set this season, led by 
Tolbert with 98 blocks on the season.
Senior outside hitter Carly Jenson said that Baylor has 
the potential to play with the best teams in the conference, 
highlighting their recent 3-1 victory over Oklahoma.
“They’re a team that can surprise you,” Jenson said. 
“They’ve beat some teams that they aren’t supposed to. I 
think the main thing is for us to play our game.”
The Cyclones’ match against Baylor will start at 2 p.m. 
Saturday in Waco, Texas.
By Zach.Gourley 
@iowastatedaily.com
Women’s basketball
The ISU women’s basketball team will be back 
in Hilton Coliseum this Sunday to take on Northern 
Arizona in its final home game before a difficult 
two-week road stretch.
The Cyclones (2-0) are coming off a 71-64 come-
back victory against Drake on Tuesday in which 
they shot just 25 percent from the field in the first 
half and trailed 50-37 with 10:27 left in the game.
“We were down 13 after 30 minutes the other 
night and we were up 20 the last 10 minutes,” said 
coach Bill Fennelly in an email to the Daily. “We 
have to be more consistent in all things we do, espe-
cially staying focused every possession on defense 
and making the shots that we should make.”
The Lumberjacks come into Hilton Coliseum 
holding a 2-1 record, with the sole blemish coming 
in a 84-60 loss at Colorado.
Northern Arizona is led by junior shooting 
guard Amy Patton, an All-Big Sky second-team se-
lection as a sophomore, who led the conference in 
scoring with 16.4 points per game.
Patton is off to a strong start this season as well, 
putting up 17.3 points and 7.7 rebounds per game 
while shooting 53 percent from beyond the 3-point 
arc.
“We go from Drake, who had a good inside game, 
to NAU, which has a strength at guard,” Fennelly 
said. “[Patton] is a dynamic player that can impact 
a game in many ways. They also have a team that re-
ally has shown the ability to shoot the three.”
The Lumberjacks as a team shoot 43 percent 
from three, and have relied heavily upon their 
shooters, as 35 percent of their offense this season 
has come from 3-point shots.
“Mental mistakes, we can’t afford those,” said 
freshman guard Brynn Williamson. “They’re going 
to make shots in a game, but if you can do whatever 
you can to prevent those shots from happening, do 
it.”
The Cyclones and Lumberjacks will tip off at 
5:30 p.m. Sunday at Hilton Coliseum.
Following Sunday’s game, the Cyclones will 
head to Reno, Nev., to participate in the Nugget 
Classic, where they will face Penn State and either 
Butler or Nevada.
Men’s basketball
Cyclones make last road trip
Photo: Gene Pavelko/Iowa State Daily
Right-side hitter Kelsey Petersen and outside hitter Victoria Hurtt attempt a block against Kansas 
State on Wednesday. The Cyclones play their last road game at 2 p.m. Saturday in Waco, Texas.
By Zach.Gourley 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU guard Nikki Moody drives past Drake guard Brittnye McSparron in the first half of Iowa State’s game 
against Drake on Tuesday at the Knapp Center in Des Moines. Iowa State returns home Sunday.
Iowa State returns to Hilton
Team takes time 
to reflect after loss
Photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU forward Royce White looks to pass the ball during the 
second half of Iowa State’s loss to Drake on Tuesday, Nov. 
15. The Cyclones eventually fell 74-65. BASKETBALL.p7 >>
By Justin Pope 
The Associated Press
At Penn State, as at many col-
leges, campus police occupy an 
unusual and much-misunder-
stood spot on the law enforce-
ment spectrum — and when 
scandal breaks, that often leads 
to questions about loyalties.
The latest developments in the 
sex abuse case there have put 
university’s police front and cen-
ter of some of the most promi-
nent unanswered questions. Did 
Penn State officers thoroughly 
and professionally investigate 
allegations that former assistant 
coach Jerry Sandusky sexually 
abused children on campus, only 
to have their findings quashed 
by prosecutors and university 
administrators who preferred to 
handle things in-house?
The grand jury report alleging 
sexual abuse by Sandusky and 
perjury and failure to report 
by two university administra-
tors suggests it was others 
who dropped the ball. But it 
also leaves many questions 
unanswered.
Campus police conducted a 
“thorough” investigation of one 
victim’s allegations in 1998 along 
with local police and state inves-
tigators, the report says, only to 
have the district attorney decline 
to prosecute. And the report says 
university police were never noti-
fied by anyone at the university of 
assistant coach Mike McQueary’s 
report he’d seen Sandusky rape 
a boy in a campus shower. 
By Eric Olson 
The Associated Press
The chief administrative officer 
of the Rose Bowl said if Penn 
State wins the Big Ten title, the 
Nittany Lions will be free to play 
in the top-tier postseason game 
as far as he’s concerned.
Kevin Ash said Thursday that 
the Rose Bowl would let the Big 
Ten decide if there is a reason its 
champion shouldn’t play the Pac 
12 winner in Pasadena, Calif., on 
Jan. 2.
“Whoever the champions are,” 
Ash said, “we’ll welcome with 
open arms.”
There have been calls for Penn 
State to decline a bowl bid in the 
aftermath of the child sex-abuse 
scandal involving former defen-
sive coordinator Jerry Sandusky. 
The scandal led to the firings 
of coach Joe Paterno and the 
school president.
New PSU president Rod 
Erickson didn’t give a definitive 
answer last week when asked 
about a prospective bowl bid.
“We’ll wait and see at the ap-
propriate time what decision is 
made,” he said. “At this point, the 
expectation would be where they 
deserve to play, they will play.”
Interim coach Tom Bradley also 
has said he hopes his team plays 
in a bowl.
The Nittany Lions (8-2, 5-1) are 
among eight bowl-eligible teams 
in the Big Ten and are alone 
in first place in the Leaders 
Division with two regular-season 
games left.
In the days following a 
74-65 loss in Des Moines to 
Drake, the ISU men’s bas-
ketball team has had time to 
reflect.
Coaches and players ar-
rived at a consensus, and it 
wasn’t about the offense, as 
many watching might have 
guessed.
“I think we learned that 
there’s some things on defense 
that we have to correct as far 
as team de-
fense,” said 
f o r w a r d 
Royce White. 
“ M e s h i n g 
on defense 
is one of the 
most impor-
tant things 
and critical 
things that 
you’re gonna 
face.”
T h e 
Cyclones al-
lowed Drake 
to shoot 50 
percent in Tuesday’s game 
compared to 36.8 percent for 
Iowa State.
Coach Fred Hoiberg said 
that while the Cyclones did 
struggle on the offensive end, 
his focus after watching the 
film was on the other end of 
the court.
“I was more concerned 
with the defense, absolutely,” 
Hoiberg said. “We missed a 
lot of shots inside, we missed 
10 free throws, so I’m not too 
concerned about our offense. 
Our shot selection wasn’t 
great, I’ll say that, but I’m more 
concerned with defense at this 
point.”
Going forward, as the 
Cyclones prepare to take on 
Western Carolina at Hilton 
Coliseum on Sunday, the 
team is searching to find a way 
to come together as a team 
By Jeremiah.Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com Christopherson
White
Cyclones refocus 
efforts after 
falling to Drake
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Wrestling
New lineup prepares for Old Dominion
One week after wrestling unattached at the 
Harold Nichols Open for his first collegiate 
matches, true freshman Shayden Terukina will 
wrestle for the first time as an official member 
of the ISU wrestling team Sunday.
ISU coach Kevin Jackson told Terukina last 
Sunday after he won four matches — including 
the championship match at 133 pounds — to 
be ready. Now the team will remove Terukina’s 
redshirt as he enters the lineup as the team’s 
starting 133-pounder.
“From here on out as long as we’re coaching 
here, we’re going to wrestle our best guys unless 
we don’t feel we need to put them out there,” 
Jackson said. “We need him for the team and we 
think he’s the best guy, so we’ll wrestle him.”
Terukina said his matches from the tourna-
ment would help him be ready when he takes the 
mat for the No. 18 Cyclones (0-2) as they take on 
Old Dominion (3-1) on Sunday in Norfolk, Va.
“With these one-on-one dual meets, it’s 
more pressure,” Terukina said. “I’m happy I got 
to wrestle Sunday, it just gave me that feeling [of 
competition] and it released a lot of pressure.”
As the Cyclones look for their first dual vic-
tory of the season, the lineup will see other 
changes too. Jackson said heavyweight Matt 
Gibson will wrestle for the first time after being 
held out against Boston and Army for disciplin-
ary reasons.
Meanwhile, the Cyclones also will see 
changes at two weights in which the Monarchs 
have ranked wrestlers: 157 and 174 pounds.
Redshirt freshman Mike Moreno is still 
injured and Jackson said Trent Weatherman 
is a strong candidate to be bumped up to 
157 pounds.
At 174 pounds, Jackson said redshirt junior 
Chris Spangler, who is ranked No. 7, would 
make his debut if he beats Mikey England in a 
wrestle-off.
If Spangler wrestles, he would face the 
Monarchs’ Te Edwards, the No. 10 wrestler at 
174 pounds.
“It’ll be good, it’s a good start,” Spangler 
said. “I wrestled him last year — he wrestled 
for Arizona State — so I kind of know what he 
wrestles like.”
Sunday’s duel with the Monarchs will be the 
team’s final tuneup before the Cyclones enter 
action against three consecutive ranked oppo-
nents in Oklahoma State, Oklahoma and Iowa. 
Jackson said the meet would be a good measur-
ing stick to see where the team stands.
“We just want to put our strongest team out 
there so we know exactly where we’re at as we 
come into conference competition,” Jackson 
said. “Conference competition is important 
for seeding at the Big 12 [tournament] and for 
national rankings, so we need to find out where 
we’re at as far as our team in concerned.”
The Cyclones will take the mat at noon 
Sunday in Norfolk, Va.
By Alex.Halsted 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Travis Evans of Grand View picks up Shayden Terukina for a takedown. Terukina competed 
unattached in the Harold Nichols Cyclone Open on Sunday, winning the 133-pound title.
Hockey
Ohio will be the site of a battle be-
tween two top 10 hockey teams this 
weekend. 
The ISU hockey team travels 
to Athens, Ohio, for a pair of games 
against the defending champions of 
the Central States Collegiate Hockey 
League.
The No. 6 Cyclones (13-2-1-1) are 
off to a good start so far this season and 
are on top of the CSCHL standings. 
No. 5 Ohio (12-4-0-0) is right behind 
them in second place.
Coach Al Murdoch said that Ohio 
is probably one of the toughest oppo-
nents the Cyclones will face all season.
“Ohio’s a big team, a physical team,” 
Murdoch said. “We’ve got to have good 
endurance.”
Last weekend, the Cyclones swept 
No. 10 Minot State in a two-game set 
at home.
Ohio split a two-game set at un-
ranked Indiana, losing 2-1 on Friday 
and winning 2-1 on Saturday.
“I kind of like where we’re at right 
now,” Murdoch said. “If we’re [No. 6] 
and Ohio’s [No. 5], we’re the underdog. 
We’re playing in their house on their 
ice, and I would rather them take us a 
little lightly.”
Last season, the Cyclones did not 
beat the Bobcats. 
They lost two games at home by 
scores of 4-1 and 5-1 and then lost to 
them in the CSCHL tournament by a 
score of 2-1.
Murdoch believes his team is bet-
ter prepared for the big games this sea-
son than it was last season.
“I think we’re more prepared both 
physically and mentally,” Murdoch 
said.
Murdoch said the Cyclones have 
been working on and finding success 
in playing more consistently.
“The crazy part about it is that we 
are playing better every weekend, but 
so is our opponent, so it’s not as recog-
nizable,” Murdoch said.
The Cyclones have won big games 
against top 10 opponents multiple 
times this season.
Sophomore Jon Feavel, who is the 
Cyclones second leading scorer, said 
that this weekend is about making the 
little things they are learning in prac-
tice happen in the games, but the way 
they prepare doesn’t change because 
they’re on the road.
“The only difference is that we 
have to worry about the extra things 
like schoolwork and making sure we’re 
ready to go on the trip,” Feavel said. 
“Other than that, it should be all about 
the opponent.”
The Cyclones play two games in 
Ohio on Friday and Saturday night. 
Both games start at 6:30 p.m.
By Clint.Cole 
@iowastatedaily.com
Top 10 battle to play out over weekend
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defensively.
G u a r d 
Chris Babb, 
who spent all 
last season 
playing with 
White, Chris 
Allen and 
others on the 
scout team, 
said this 
group is still 
getting used 
to one anoth-
er — some-
thing people 
thought was 
taken care of 
already.
“That was more of a chem-
istry thing rather than experi-
ence on the court,” Babb said 
when asked about playing on 
the scout team. “We never re-
ally played in our positions.
“We’re still figuring each 
other out, it’s kind of a trial-
and-error thing at this point. 
We’re doing what we can. [The 
loss to Drake] was a good thing 
for us to see where we’re at, 
that we’ve still got a lot of stuff 
to work on.”
After the game Tuesday 
night, Hoiberg said, “We’re 
not as good as we think we are, 
that’s for sure,” and the players 
took it to heart.
“We’re not good enough to 
come out and not give 100 per-
cent,” White said.
“I think that’s what he was 
saying. And also, individu-
ally we have to come out with 
a certain mindset, and nobody 
is good enough individually 
to not come out and give 100 
percent.”
In speaking with reporters 
Thursday, players all talked 
about how in order to improve 
defense and effort, communi-
cation among each other is go-
ing to be key.
“Overall, it’s got to be a 
one through five thing,” said 
guard Scott Christopherson. 
“Everybody that’s on the court 
has got to be talking.”
Many in attendance at the 
Drake game wondered about 
the offense and still won-
der about Christopherson 
as the team’s point guard. 
Christopherson pointed to the 
defensive struggles as well in 
explaining the sputtering of-
fense against Drake.
“Because our defense 
was so bad, we’re having to 
take the ball out of the bas-
ket all the time and we’re not 
about to get up and down in 
transition and kind of play 
the way we want to play,” 
Christopherson said. “I don’t 
think it’s necessarily a point 
guard thing.”
So heading into the match-
up against Western Carolina, 
Hoiberg and his staff will at-
tempt to refocus the Cyclone 
squad and get them playing 
together.
“It’s time to get to trusting 
each other, having each other’s 
back,” Hoiberg said. “Nobody 
had each other’s back at all the 
other night [on defense], and if 
it doesn’t improve it’ll be a long 
year for us.
“We’ve got to get back to 
the basics starting [Thursday] 
and we’ll go hard.”
The Cyclones tip off against 
Western Carolina at 12:30 p.m. 
Sunday at Hilton Coliseum.
Babb
Hoiberg
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street 
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
Location, Location, Location
225 N. Hyland
258 N. Hyland
Managing 500+ units with 300 units 
within 3 blocks of Campus!
1st in Selection 1st in Price 1st in Location
Efficiency, 1-5 BR apartments Our waiting list is growing. CALL TODAY!
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
292-5020          www.fpmofames.com       info@fpmofames.com
205 Beach
                   (Be
achview)
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
1 BR $530/month
•Free Cable,HSI,Gas
•Near W. HyVee
•Cats OK
515-290-8462
resgi.com
Youth Addictions Specialist
Part-time & Full-time
www.yss.org
Please see website for details
OFFICE MANAGER
FULL-TIME
Please see website
for details.
WWW.YSS.ORG
4-5 BR Houses Available
August 2012
in Campustown Area
For more info call 
515-292-7609 or
www.cycloneproperty.com
F O R  R E N T
NOW LEASING
Rent early for the best selection!
-Spacious 1-5 Bedroom Apartments
  and Townhomes
-FREE Cable, Fitness, Internet
-2 Swimming Pools
-Sand Volleyball, and Basketball Courts
-Washer and Dryer On-Site or In Unit
-Pet Friendly
leasing@univeristy-west.com
515-292-9790
Find Us on
University-West.com
1400 Cononino Rd #111
The Best view... 
           is at the top
RENT TODAY!
University Towers
www.mdiproperties.com
rent@universitytowersames.com
call us at 292-2236
2 Bedroom apartments
available January!!
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience
    • Rentals 
    • Sorority &
      Fraternity
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home 
   Ready For the Market
  • Windows
  • Deep Cleaning
sellitonlineauctions.com
THE ONLINE AUCTION HOUSE
• Online Auction Services (your place or ours)
515-233-5900  |  Ames, IA
• Complete “stand alone” Auctions
• Consignment Auctions
Estates, Business Liquidations, Surplus Assets, Household, Antiques, Collectibles, Moving
DSG Associates, Inc.
is looking for 18-29 year olds
to participate in our 
paid research
studies.
A+ rating
with BBB and
member of MSPA.
Free to sign up! 
Sign up online at www.dsgai.com
or
call 800-462-8765
Business Directory
MATH TUTORING. Former 
ISU math professor offering 
online interactive math tutor-
ing. Visit my website at www.
math1to1.com
!
Bartending! $250/day 
potential. No experience 
necessary. Training available. 
1-800-965-6520 ext. 161.
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM 
Paid survey takers needed 
in Ames. 100% FREE to join! 
Click on Surveys.
Earn $1000-$3200 a month 
to drive our brand new cars 
with ads. www.AdDriveClub.
com
Movie extras. Earn up to 
$300/day. No experience 
required. All looks needed. 
877-568-7054
Tumbling and Trampoline 
Coach  Looking for tumbling 
and trampoline coach 2-3 
evenings per week Located 
just 20 minutes north of 
Ames Experience preferred 
Call 515-835-0626 Email 
xtremeteam@live.com
Looking for a Roommate 
Spring Semester 2012 Look-
ing for a female roommate 
to sublease 1 bedroom from 
a 2 bedroom apartment. 
Utilities, internet, and cable 
included. Great location, 
CyRide bus stops right out 
front, and new building. Call 
Jen @ 630-621-8966 Email 
jlpawlow@iastate.edu
would often stay after class to ask him 
additional questions.
“He was a focused student,” he 
said. “He knew where he was going 
and concentrated very hard on mak-
ing sure he would make it there.”
Otero, who was a freshman in 
1978, came to Iowa State from his 
hometown of Tampa, Fla., with the 
intention of becoming a veterinarian. 
During his freshman year, he decided 
to take a journalism class, as well as a 
political science class, and fell in love 
with them both.
Otero immediately made the deci-
sion to switch majors and graduated 
in 1982 with a double major in jour-
nalism and mass communications 
and political science.
During his time at Iowa State, 
Otero was involved with the ROTC 
program, which he cited as being “a 
truly fabulous experience as a young 
man and a student.” In addition, 
Otero was also a student senator for 
the Government of the Student Body 
and occasionally wrote for the Iowa 
State Daily.
After graduating from Iowa State, 
Otero spent 28 years in the Air Force, 
22 of which were active duty. His 
early duties included assignments to 
the U.S. Pacific Command, as chief of 
Tactical Analysis Teams at the U.S. 
embassies in Ecuador and Colombia, 
senior analyst counter-narcotics and 
terrorism analyst at the National 
Security Agency, Space Satellite 
Development officer in the Air Staff 
at the Pentagon, and tours in Italy and 
Greece.
Then came Otero’s most life-
changing experience: 9/11.
“I showed up at my office in the 
morning, hoping it would be another 
regular day,” Otero said. “By the end of 
the day, we were at war.”
Immediately following 9/11, Otero 
was sent to Qatar, where he would 
spend three tours for Operation 
Enduring Freedom and Operation 
Iraqi Freedom. During this time, 
Otero initially served as co-leader of 
the team responsible for establish-
ing the intelligence support at the 
Command Forward Headquarters in 
Qatar.
In 2005, after serving as Deputy 
Chief Operations Branch Officer 
and Division Chief for Intelligence 
Operations, Otero was named Chief 
of Coalition Intelligence. In this po-
sition, he developed an intelligence-
sharing framework with our coalition 
allies.
Otero spent his final four years 
in the Air Force working for the U.S. 
Special Operations Command in 
Tampa, Fla. He was in charge of in-
ternational engagement dedicated to 
developing agreements with equiva-
lent Special Operations Commands 
around the world, to support world-
wide U.S. military efforts.
Experiences at Iowa State and 
in the Air Force have now led Otero 
to his newest challenge, running for 
Congress in Florida’s 11th District.
With a strong group of supporters 
taking the journey with him, the cam-
paign process has been enjoyable for 
Otero thus far.
“It has been a wonderful experi-
ence to see people believe that we 
can do things together to improve the 
country,” Otero said.
If this ISU alumnus is elected, he 
is committed to advocating for a bet-
ter economy, a strong defense system 
and congressional reform.
Advocating for a better economy 
is his biggest goal. He hopes to make 
Tampa an international trade center.
“Trade is the key to improving the 
U.S. economy, at this point,” Otero 
said.
As for congressional reform, Otero 
believes congress members shouldn’t 
overstay their welcome.
“Politics is something you should 
do for a limited amount of time to 
help your country, and then move on. 
It should not be a lifelong career,” he 
said.
In addition to his plans for the 
economy and congressional reform, 
Otero hopes to improve the defense 
department. While he agrees that 
budget cuts need to be made in the de-
fense department, he doesn’t think it 
should be the only department giving 
up funding.
“All departments need to be on the 
table to have budget cuts, not just the 
defense department,” Otero said.
Schmidt said, as an ISU student, 
Otero showed many signs of what it 
takes to be successful in Congress. 
“He was very likeable, and he could 
communicate with anyone. That is 
going to be huge for him in his run for 
Congress,” Schmidt said. “Congress 
often acts on a day-to-day basis, EJ 
thinks strategically, which is very 
important. We need more people in 
Congress who can do that.”
Retired Col. Cleopatra Engel, who 
was a lead intelligence planner at the 
U.S. Central Command and a close 
friend of Otero, echoed Schmidt’s 
confidence in him.
“He is very intelligent, a hard 
worker and a great communicator. He 
has always treated everyone equally,” 
Engel said.
Despite his distance from the 
school, Otero credits much of his suc-
cess, both in the Air Force and in his 
current campaign for Congress, to 
Iowa State.
“The reason I am the man I 
am today is because of Iowa State 
University. There is no question 
about it,” Otero said.
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Photo courtesy of EJ Otero
EJ Otero is running for Congress in Floriday. He graduated from Iowa State with 
a double major in journalism and mass communication and political science.
Savings up to $1.50
Dinner for 1
$9.49
(1) 20 oz Entree, (2) crab rangoons, 
(1) 12 oz soup. Add $1.00 for seafood 
entree or $1.00 to upgrade to 26 oz 
entree/chef’s special with extra charge.
Savings up to $15.00
GolDen 
Party Deal 
(feeD 4-6)
(4) 26 oz entree’s, (4) crab rangoons, (4) egg 
rolls, (1) order of chicken wings OR (L) Asian 
Chicken Salad. (1) 32 oz soup or pot sticker, (1) 
2 liter of soda. (1) Order Sugar Biscuits. Limit 1 
seafood entree/chef’s special
Story
 Coun
ty’S
#1 Ch
ineSe 
Delive
ry
515-292-2658
223 Welch ave
Sun-thurS 10:30am-miDniGht
fri & Sat 10:30am-2am
$39.99
Dinner for 2
$17.99
(2) 20 oz entree’s, (4) crab rangoons, (1) 
32 oz soup or (1) order of sugar biscuits. 
Limit 1 seafood entree/chef’s special. 
$2.00 upgrade to (2) 26 oz entree
Savings up to $4.00
ARE YOU CREATIVE?
The Iowa State Daily NEEDS YOU!
This spring and summer, the Daily is putting together a  
team of designers to rock the ad design at the Daily.
Working knowledge of InDesign, Illustrator 
& Photoshop are recommended. 
This is a great opportunity to  
build your resume and learn what it is like
to have real world work experience.
Please send your resume and electronic portfolio to  
gayledar@iastate.edu or stop in 108 Hamilton Hall.
UNIONS
A special wedding edition of the newspaper that runs on the last Wednesday of every month. 
The section features unique wedding ideas, tips and trends.
From rehearsals to receptions, and everything
in-between, we’ve got your nuptial needs covered.
Submit your announcements to
public_relations@iowastatedaily.com
Aries: Simplify.
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black
Today’s Birthday (11/18/11). 
Your true wealth isn’t in your 
jewelry box or your bank vault, 
it’s sprawled on your couch or 
around your dining table. Your 
people are really there for you. 
Make sure they know that it’s 
reciprocal. Remind them how 
much you treasure them.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest 
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Imagine the 
project completed. This can 
power you through this busy 
(profitable) time. Act quickly, but 
don’t spend recklessly. Simplify. 
Write down at least one dream.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
 -- Today is a 6 -- You’re lucky in love 
for the next few days, so be bold. 
Bring out the candles and delicious 
treats. Kids bring out your creativity 
and laughter. Enjoy the company.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
 -- Today is a 7 -- The squeaky 
wheel may get the grease, 
but whining and complaining 
doesn’t help. Polite requests 
work, especially when the 
action’s intense. Keep it cool.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Love’s your 
motivation and service is the key. 
Resist the temptation to splurge. 
For the next two days, study and 
learning are heightened. Explore.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
 -- Today is a 9 -- Find balance 
between action and contemplation. 
Concentrate on details and 
avoid distractions for rewards. 
Good manners minimize 
upset and keep the peace.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
-- Today is a 6 -- Ignore a pessimist. 
You get to choose what thoughts 
to entertain. Consult a wise friend. 
Conserve your resources to gain an 
advantage. You’re in the groove.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Things 
don’t always work the first 
time. Interruptions happen. 
Be patient and don’t think too 
hard. The more challenging the 
effort, the greater the reward.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
-- Today is a 6 -- Someone 
close provides the answer, and 
you wonder why you didn’t 
listen earlier. Don’t interrupt. 
Sidestep a controversy. Respond 
to the brilliant parts.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
-- Today is a 7 -- Take an 
opportunity to disconnect from 
work and create an adventure. 
Keep your feet on the ground 
while you explore new trails. Or 
you could learn to fly. Look up.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
-- Today is a 6 -- An investment 
in your house is okay now. 
When your home supports you, 
everything works better. Don’t 
loan money or get conned, 
though. Ask tough questions.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
-- Today is a 7 -- Your theory could 
be challenged, so make sure your 
numbers and proofs add up. Go 
over it again, just in case. New 
information might change things.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Don’t spend 
what you don’t have. Review 
instructions carefully, and take 
each task slowly and carefully, 
despite whatever chaos may be 
going on. Keep a cool head.
Word of the Day:
visceral        \VIS-uh-rul\  
adjective
1: felt in or as if in the internal organs of the body
2: not intellectual : instinctive
3: dealing with crude or elemental emotions
Example:
The steady, pounding bass lines and infectious 
harmonies give the music a real visceral punch.
All professors should be required to take a 
Microphone/ELMO course before teaching
•••
My pen stopped working. I’m pretty sure the ink is frozen 
because it’s SO DAMN COLD in the library. Just sayin’
•••
Ahh, No-Shave November. Bring on those scruffy faces!
•••
I wish people dressed up in rediculous costumes and 
walked around on Welch Ave. every weekend.
•••
cyclone hockey players are hot. Just sayin’
•••
No hsave November. I guess it’s better than 
no shower November. Just sayin’
•••
boy, there are a lot of things you don’t get.. just sayin.’
•••
Submit your just sayin’ to 
iowastatedaily.com/games/justsayin
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Trivia
Not only are all automobile taillights in the 
U.S. red, they’re a specific shade of red (with 
a specific color wavelength and intensity) 
mandated by the federal government.
The hood ornament of a Rolls Royce is 
named “The Spirit of Ecstasy.”
80’s pop singer Madonna’s last name is Ciccone
The Kit Kat bar got its name from the Kit Kat Club 
in London’s West End, a joint famous for bringing 
dance-band music to the city in the 1920s.
Chuck Connors (The Rifleman) is credited with 
being the first professional player to break a 
backboard – which occurred during practice before 
first Boston Celtics game on November 5, 1946
Random Facts:
In which U.S. state is the Sleepy 
Hollow of Washington Irving’s 
famous short story located?
What singer jokingly told Buddy Holly 
“I hope your ol’ plane crashes”, a remark 
that haunted him the rest of his life?
The team of Holland-Dozier-Holland 
wrote and produced 10 number one 
singles for which Motown act?
Which of the following actresses 
won an Emmy Award for her role in 
the TV mini-series Holocaust?
What classic movie theater candy was 
manufactured by the Milton J. Holloway 
Company from 1928 to 1960?
ANSWER: New York
ANSWER: Waylon Jennings
ANSWER:  The Supremes
ANSWER: Meryl Streep
ANSWER: Milk Duds
Crossword
Across
1 Revolution for Caesar?
6 Run together
10 Midnight snack
14 “The Family 
Man” actress
15 Mystical letter
16 Home furnishings 
acronym
17 Success symbol
18 Alarm clock toggle
19 Shout to a line
20 Movie about a wacky 
submarine crew?
23 Give out in portions
24 Set-to
25 Quarterdeck?
28 Set the stage for
32 Carpooler’s __ lane
33 Feeling when 
surrounded by taxis?
36 Largest of a septet
38 Tote
39 Certain surgeon’s 
concern
40 Prince’s request 
to the Pauper?
45 In addition
46 Level of importance
47 Harper Lee 
recluse Boo __
49 Chicago city 
council mem.
50 Prepare eggs, 
in a way
52 Random criticisms 
from the Musketeers?
57 Thick-bodied fish
58 Stir up
59 Birthstones for 
some Scorpios
61 Farm housing
62 Letters from Hera
63 Cap
64 Like the ocean 
around SEALAB
65 Run like a rabbit
66 Green Goblin, 
to Spider-Man
DDownown
1 In the vein of
2 Pond denizen
3 Role in the musical 
“Two By Two”
4 Like fliers on the 
windshield, usually
5 Place to start for a 
young music student
6 “Well played!”
7 “12 Angry 
Men” director
8 Offensive to 
some, briefly
9 “Why’d I do 
that?” feeling
10 Trendy retailer 
named for its original 
57th Street address
11 Gave the nod
12 Tantalizing, in a way
13 Magician’s prop
21 Iconic Ingrid role
22 Mineralogist 
with a scale
25 Fiona of “Harry 
Potter” films et al.
26 Put forth
27 Walled Spanish city
28 Desire
29 Bumpkin
30 Goddess of peace
31 Down-and-out
34 Down
35 Pint seller
37 Bible bearer, often
41 Winter season
42 Put in place
43 Pictures taken 
in a hosp.
44 Football 
helmet feature
48 Unexpected visitor 
... and a hint to 20-, 33-, 
40- and 52-Across
50 Like some panels
51 Earthshaking 
‘50s event
52 Slender
53 Clumsy ship
54 Edible pocket
55 Get under control
56 Unlikely
57 TV drama 
set in Vegas
60 Wilbur’s 
whereabouts, in 
“Charlotte’s Web”
Yesterdays Solution
Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
SOLUTION TO
THURSDAY’S PUZZLE
Level: 
1 2
3 4
© 2011 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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Of YourLATE
NIGHT
NEEDS
“FRIDAY FEAST” 14” SPECIALTY PIZZA PLUS A
14” ONE TOPPING PIZZA AND A 2 LITER SODA
$2495ONLY SATURDAY
GET A 16” TWO TOPPING PIZZA AND 
A 14” SMOTHARELLA STICKS
 
 CARRY-OUT • DELIVERY |    OPEN LATE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE   
DINE-IN
2402 Lincoln Way
On the Corner of 
Lincoln Way and Stanton
292-2321
FRIDAY
$1995ONLY
For All
Sun-Tues until 1:00am | Wed & Thurs until 2:30am | Fri & Sat until 3:30am
1
DAILYNIGHTLIFE
Jessica Meyer Whippin’ up her specialty the Grape Ape (grape 
pucker, grape UV and sprite) at Club Blow.
Kate Schmerbach, Daniel Barkidala, Thomas La Tendresse, 
Michael Hayes, Tyler Grask, Madison Reed, Nick Clewell, Kate Mal-
lot. Psych majors analyzing the bar folk and brews for “research 
purposes” at Paddy’s.
Alex Weiss and Ryan Walkup at Sips. You can only hide from the 
nightlife cameras for so long...
Joe Hughes pours a drink at 
Paddy’s.
Michelle Condon owning the 
dance floor at Sips.
Autumn Marsden, Emily Steinweg, Lyndi Buckingham and Dawn 
Schroeder at Club Blow. Autumn getting the queen treatment on 
her 22nd.
Travis Larson at Sips. 
“Everyone come see how good 
I look!”
Danielle Axline getting 
spotlighted at Club Blow.
Kee Vang at Paddy’s. “Gotta Catch ‘Em All! Hmong Pokemon!”
Aaron Christ, Emily Niener, Emily Coffman, Chris Durand and 
Spencer Gardner at Paddy’s. “Flannel + Flag + Vest = party 
rockin’ America.
Wallace Franklin Jr. at Sips. “If the killer flavor couldn’t take 
Superman down, the alcohol content would. Ask Wallace to 
make his specialty: ‘Krypotonite’ (vodka, run, triple sec, blue 
caraco, oj, gin, melon, and sprite) and vote for it in the Monster 
Mixology Contest!”
Derek Alba and Josh Larish. Josh shows a little bouncer love for 
Sips manager, Derek Alba. Memorable bouncer moment: When a 
guy tried running off with the sips fog machine, the DJ dropped 
the beat and pushed him to the ground. I jumped in and drug the 
guy across the dance floor and out of the bar.
Front Row: Josh Weber, Monica Harford, Britney Rindels, Matt San-
tee, Matt Meyers. Back Row: Adam Angell, Kim Kieu, Angie Bunde, 
Laura Lovan, Chance Jones. Paddy’s.
Derek Powers keepin’ it classy at Sips with a rum & coke.
Hometown: Carolstream, Illinois.
Favorite drink while not working: Captain & Coke.
Most memorable bartender moment: “I was bartender for the 
band Hawthorne Heights when they came to Ames, which was 
awesome!”
Has the opposite sex ever worked their stuff for a free drink?: 
“All of the time. I’ve heard some pretty obscene jokes/pick up 
lines! Probably too obscene for the Daily.”
The drink Mike is making in the photo is Captain & Coke, which is 1/3 
Captain & 2/3 Coke.
Bartender Spotlight
Mike Eldridge
Cy’s Roost
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The four-year starter 
no one knows
We got game... 
on 11 BIG SCREENS!  
Pigskin
Heaven!
Mondays
Beer 
Specials, Too!
Saturdays Sundays
Open 11 am
 Clocktower/Campustown 
207 Welch Ave. • 292-2334
Open 11 am
More SCREENS
LE$$ GREEN!
NOW 0pen 11am Sunday for Noon NFL - “Happy Hour Prices” All Day & Night
Watch Monday Night Football —  on a 73", 60" and 42" HDTVs PLUS NEW 82" HDTV
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Special	teams
Zimmerman snaps it up 
for final game as Cyclone
If you follow ISU football and don’t know who 
Dakota Zimmerman is, that’s fine. He likes it that way.
“As long as no one knows my name, I’m very, very 
happy because I don’t want to be known,” Zimmerman 
said.
While a handful of ISU seniors such as defensive 
backs Ter’Ran Benton and Leonard Johnson and left 
tackle Kelechi Osemele have spent more time on the 
field and in the limelight, Zimmerman has quietly but 
consistently been one of the most important four-year 
starters on the team.
“He’s been so steady for so long and the consistency 
at that position is not unnoticed, especially by a coach-
ing staff,” said ISU coach Paul Rhoads. “He’s done his 
job as good as anybody on this team has in [my and his 
staff’s] three years.”
Give up yet?
Although he’s had his hands on the football more 
than 300 times and has made three tackles in his ISU 
career, Zimmerman hasn’t toted the football into the 
end zone or made a touchdown-saving tackle at the 
goal line. Among his teammates and coaches, he’s 
known as an unsung hero, a mentor and a leader of the 
group known as “The Bomb Squad.”
Dakota Zimmerman is Iowa State’s deep snapper.
Snapping	leads	to	scholarship
The Haysville, Kan., native played a variety of po-
sitions in high school including fullback, tight end, 
linebacker and defensive end — where he was named 
all-state honorable mention as a junior and senior. 
Zimmerman also handled the snapping duties for all 
four years of his high school career.
Recruited by former ISU secondary coach Shawn 
Raney, Zimmerman was asked to put together a short 
highlight film of him snapping so that he could secure 
a spot at a specialist camp Iowa State was hosting in 
the summer of 2008. Despite howling winds outside, 
Zimmerman, sporting a cutoff T-shirt, went out in the 
front yard with his father Randy and filmed a short 
video of him snapping the football.
“I did 20 snaps and was like, ‘Is this good enough?’” 
Zimmerman said.
The film was good enough, and after Zimmerman 
showcased the quickest and most accurate snaps 
at the camp, former ISU coach Gene Chizik offered 
Zimmerman a chance to join the team as a preferred 
walk-on with the chance to eventually earn a schol-
arship. Zimmerman, who also considered attending 
Kansas, Kansas State and Texas Tech, was intrigued 
not only by the chance to play Division I football but 
also to obtain a degree in construction engineering.
After spending his freshman season as a walk-on, 
Zimmerman was awarded a scholarship when Rhoads 
took over as head coach in 2009. Zimmerman admits 
that as a freshman he had difficulty dealing with the 
pressure of making a quick and accurate snap, espe-
cially late in games but eventually he grew out of it.
As a sophomore in 2009, Zimmerman fired back 
nine snaps to punter Mike Brandtner and another on 
kicker Grant Mahoney’s first quarter 52-yard field 
goal as Iowa State upset Nebraska 9-7 in Lincoln. 
Zimmerman looks back at that performance both indi-
vidually — the nine snaps on punts were in his words 
“perfect” — and as a team as his most memorable game 
in an ISU uniform.
Consistency,	perfection,	leadership
Since his first game on Aug. 28, 2008, at home 
against South Dakota State, Zimmerman has snapped 
the ball every time the Cyclones have lined up in its 
punt, field goal or extra point formations. In that time, 
Iowa State has punted the ball 227 times and has at-
tempted 75 field goals.
Since 2008, the Cyclones have had two field goals 
Deep snapper has played  
in every game since 2008
By	Dan.Tracy	
@iowastatedaily.com
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and a punt blocked, but, 
Zimmerman said, none of 
the three blocks were due 
primarily to an errant snap. 
Consistency is a word that 
many, including Zimmerman 
himself, uses to describe his 
four years on the squad.
“The main thing is being 
consistent. I really like how 
this whole time I’ve really nev-
er, knock on wood, had that bad 
of a snap,” Zimmerman said.
ISU wide receivers coach 
Courtney Messingham has 
seen Zimmerman’s consisten-
cy on display as the coach of 
the team’s punt unit in practice 
and on game day.
“He’s consistent at what 
he does all the time, you know 
what you’re going to get; you 
know the time and effort he’s 
going to put in,” Messingham 
said. “It’s one of those deals 
where if you don’t have a rea-
son to be looking for him, 
you’re not really going to know 
who he is.”
Zimmerman doesn’t mind 
being consistent but he’d pre-
fer being perfect.
“I hate it when people say, 
‘When you try to be perfect, 
you make more mistakes.’ I 
totally disagree with it be-
cause I have to be perfect,” 
Zimmerman said.
Zimmerman, along with 
the other snappers, punters 
and kickers on the team, heads 
out to practice an hour early so 
they can have the entire field to 
work with as they try and per-
fect their respective crafts.
Reserve quarterback 
and holder Brett Bueker re-
ceives Zimmerman’s snaps 
on field goals and extra points. 
Bueker relays any corrections 
Zimmerman could make on his 
snaps just moments after each 
kick in practice and games.
“Usually it’s right on the 
money, so I don’t have to do a 
whole lot of critiquing on him,” 
Bueker said.
Iowa State’s field goal and 
extra point units struggled 
early this season, but in its 
last four games has made five 
of the last six field goals and 
10 straight extra points.
“He’s always really focused 
and dialed in with his snaps 
and everything, which we all 
are,” said senior kicker Zach 
Guyer of Zimmerman. “It’s a 
huge, huge part of what we do, 
it all starts with the snap.”
Messingham has seen 
Zimmerman emerge as leader 
of both the punting and kick-
ing units — which collectively 
are known as “The Bomb 
Squad” — in a manner of lead-
ing by example.
“As his time here has went 
along, people gravitate to him 
and it’s easy, his personality is 
one of ‘don’t ask questions why, 
just go get it done’ and that’s 
kind of how he goes about his 
business,’” Messingham said.
Search	for	a	successor
In many college football 
programs, a deep snapper 
tends to be a two-, three- or, 
in Zimmerman’s case, a four-
year starter. That being said, 
Zimmerman’s impact on the 
team has become more of a re-
alization as his college career 
draws closer to an end.
“The importance of it is be-
coming more real as we get to 
the end of his time and we’re 
having to figure out who is go-
ing to replace him,” Rhoads 
said.
There are two other deep 
snappers on the ISU roster in 
redshirt freshman Spencer 
Thornton and true freshman 
Luke Sims.
“You always get a little 
nervous when [a deep snap-
per] is finally a senior that’s 
been starting for you, it starts 
to hit home a little the farther 
you are along in the season 
that, ‘Oh boy he’s a senior,’” 
Messingham said. “We’ve got 
to find somebody to replace 
him and it will be tough to do.”
While the ISU coaching 
staff will face the task of re-
placing Zimmerman, the deep 
snapper will begin preparing 
for his future. Zimmerman, 
who will graduate in May, 
would jump at the chance to 
snap for a NFL team next sea-
son but has a backup plan, as 
he’s already been discussing 
job opportunities with engi-
neering firms in the Midwest.
In the meantime, 
Zimmerman is focused on 
Friday night’s game against 
No. 2 Oklahoma State, the 25th 
and final time in his ISU career 
he’ll trot onto the field at Jack 
Trice Stadium unknown by 
most but appreciated by many.
“You grow up playing foot-
ball all your life and it hasn’t 
really set in that it will be 
the last time I’ll get to play at 
[Jack Trice], but it’s going to 
be pretty emotional I imagine,” 
Zimmerman said.
The Cyclones will host the 
Cowboys on Friday at 7 p.m.
>>SNAPPER.p2
Photos: Yue Wu/Iowa State Daily; 
Photo illustration: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Dakota Zimmerman, the Cyclones’ senior deep snapper, has 
touched the ball more than 300 times in his ISU career.
Photo: Yue Wu/Iowa State Daily
Dakota Zimmerman will take the field Friday night for the 25th and final time in his ISU career. 
Zimmerman joined the team as a preferred walk-on and earned a scholarship in 2009.
•Prescription Medications
•Extensive OTC Medication
•Custom Compounded  Medications
•Free Prescription Delivery/Mailing
•Drive-Up Window
•Sell/Rent Medical Equipment
•Greeting Cards
•Photo Development
•Inkjet Print Cartridge    
  Refill Service
•Iowa Farm Families                     
   Meat Products
•“Fight Like a Girl”
     Apparel Line
     •Trager Grills and 
           Accessories
Hours
Monday - Friday 8:30am-6:30pm
Saturday 9am-12pm
Your Locally Owned 
Independent Pharmacy
515.292.3604 | somersetpharmacy.com | 2709 Northridge Pkwy.
Jake Vogel, Pham D, MBA 
Pharmacy/ Operations Manager
jvogel@somersetpharmacy.com
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No. 2 Oklahoma 
State vs. Iowa State
No. 18 USC vs.  
No. 4 Oregon
No. 25 Baylor vs.  
No. 5 Oklahoma
SMU vs.  
No. 11 Houston
No. 23 Texas vs.  
No. 16 Kansas State
California vs.  
No. 8 Stanford
No. 17 Nebraska vs. 
 No. 20 Michigan
 PICKS
Oklahoma State — Cyclone 
fans could hit 50,000+ for 
all six games for the first 
time ever Friday night. My 
guess is all of those will 
not be there at the end of 
the game.
Oregon — All together 
now ... Quack ... Quack ... 
Quack ... Goooooo Ducks! 
(Mighty Ducks anyone?)
Oklahoma — This and 
a win over Iowa State, 
and Oklahoma will get to 
Bedlam with a chance to 
get back in the national 
championship hunt.
Houston — If this were 
1985, I’d pick SMU in a 
heartbeat. But now, I’m 
picking Houston based 
solely on the chance that 
Keenum and Co. could 
score 80.
Texas — My upset pick 
of the week. Feels just 
like a Mack Brown win 
right? Coming off a week 
where they did nothing, 
they would be the team to 
come out and win.
Stanford — I just wish I 
could grow a beard as 
brilliant as Andrew Luck’s. 
I also wish I was going to 
make the kind of money 
he will some day. Sigh.
 Michigan — Won’t be an 
upset. Nebraska hasn’t 
looked good defensively 
apart from shutting down 
an anemic (and distracted) 
Penn State offense.
Jeremiah 
Davis,  
sports editor 
(51-26)
Oklahoma State — Let’s 
be real, the only thing Iowa 
State can do is hope it 
doesn’t get blown out.
Oregon — Matt Barkley is 
such a bro.
Oklahoma — Whatever 
happened to Robert 
Griffin III? Oh. He became 
human. I forgot about 
that.
Houston — Conference 
USA, a non-AQ confer-
ence, has two teams in 
the AP Top 25 poll while 
the Big East, an AQ 
conference, has none. 
Interesting ...
Kansas State — Even 
Mack Brown thinks Bill 
Snyder is old.
Stanford — I guess 
lumberjacks can’t lead a 
private school on the West 
Coast to an undefeated 
season, but they can lead 
said school to a route over 
mediocre Pac-12 teams.
Nebraska — For his first 
trip to the Big House, Bo 
Pelini is packing three 
things: his favorite gray 
hoodie, a chainsaw and 
a vial of children’s tears. 
#bopelinifunfacts
Jake 
Calhoun, 
assistant 
sports editor 
(47-30)
Oklahoma State — Paul 
Rhoads characterized an 
upset as “unheard of.” The 
only thing we’ll be hearing 
at Jack Trice on Friday 
night will be “Touchdown, 
Oklahoma State.”
Oregon — While animal 
ducks prefer waddling, 
these Ducks prefer 
cracking (or should I say 
... quacking) opposing 
defenses with their break-
neck speed.
Oklahoma — I don’t know 
about the Sooners, but I 
sure as hell am overlook-
ing Baylor and getting 
ready for Bedlam.
Houston — Case Keenum 
is that one kid in school 
who could always throw 
the dodgeball the hardest 
and Conference USA 
defenses are that kid who 
got pegged in the face.
Texas — The battle for 
third-best in the  
Big 12 will be won by the 
Longhorns, who boast the 
Big 12’s best run defense, 
who will stifle Collin Klein 
and Co.
Stanford — Unless Aaron 
Rodgers, the best quar-
terback on the planet, has 
some eligibility left, Luck 
and the Cardinal will route 
the Berkeley Bears.
Michigan — Oui. Oui. 
Michigan running back 
Fitzgerald Touissant will 
be the difference against 
Nebraska’s laissez-faire 
run defense.
Dan Tracy, 
senior sports 
reporter 
(49-28)
Oklahoma State — Iowa 
State can only stay in the 
game if it brings out some 
early fireworks against an 
awful OSU defense.
Oregon — Realistic 
chance these two will 
match up for the Pac-12 
title game. Realistic 
chance no one watches it 
then, either.
Oklahoma — I, like many 
OU players, also move 
that Landry Jones brings 
back The ‘Stache.
Houston — Just when 
SMU thought it had es-
caped its “Death Penalty,” 
Case Keenum and Co. lay 
down the law and host a 
public execution of the 
Mustangs.
Texas — Remember when 
Texas seceded from the 
union? Bill Snyder does.
Stanford — Andrew 
Luck loses the beard, 
Stanford loses its luck. 
Coincidence? I think not.
Michigan — Denard and 
Taylor Martinez would have 
been great quarterbacks 
at one time. That time is 
before the advent of the 
forward pass. Only then.
Jake Lovett, 
editor  
in chief
(53-24)
Oklahoma State — Even 
if Iowa State manages 
50,000 fans for a Friday 
night ESPN game, that’s 
not going to stop Justin 
Blackmon.
Oregon — I don’t care how 
good looking Matt Barkley 
is. You can’t talk me into 
it. Unless you look at his 
smile ... Look away!
Oklahoma — If the 
Cyclones were able to 
hang up 425 yards and 
26 points on this team, 
Oklahoma might be able 
to have 1,000 yards.
Houston — Look out for 
the Eric Dickerson/Craig 
James combo. Oh wait, 
they’re not there any-
more? #FireCraigJames
Kansas State — Coming 
off of an emotionally 
charged win over Texas 
A&M, Klein may not ac-
count for six TDs, but he’ll 
score enough to win.
Stanford — Andrew Luck’s 
first week of Rumspringa 
didn’t go so well. Maybe 
it’s time to bring back the 
beard and also bring back 
a W in the win column.
Michigan — Denard 
Robinson and Co. should 
have a good day on the 
ground as Nebraska is 
eighth in the Big 10 and 
Michigan in 13th in the na-
tion in rushing per game.
Guest Pick:  
Dean 
Berhow-
Goll, asst. 
sports editor 
(18-17)
This season has been a roller 
coaster of ups and downs for the  
ISU football team.
A three-game winning streak 
to start the season was met with a 
four-game losing streak, followed by 
a two-game winning streak for the 
Cyclones’ only conference wins of 
the season.
Now, the Cyclones (5-4, 2-4  
Big 12) face their biggest obstacle 
this season by far — No. 2 Oklahoma 
State.
The Cyclones have not been fazed 
by the notion of being the underdogs, 
having only been favored in two 
games — against Northern Iowa on 
Sept. 3 and Kansas on Nov. 5 — this 
season.
However, saying that the 
Cyclones are underdogs in this game 
— which will be the first primetime 
Friday night game on ESPN in 
school history — is, in all honesty, an 
understatement.
Oklahoma State comes to Ames 
undefeated through 10 games, having 
beaten its opponents by an average of 
25.4 points per game while averaging 
51.7 points per game itself — which is 
second in the nation.
ISU coach Paul Rhoads is usually 
optimistic about his team’s chances 
against a favored opponent, but at his 
weekly news conference Monday, 
he sounded a little less optimistic 
and a little more realistic about the 
Cyclones’ chances of an upset this 
week.
“We’ve got to play our best game, 
and there’s got to be some things that 
adversely affect them,” Rhoads said. 
“We can’t go out and play our game 
and go up and down the field with 
this football team.
“They’re going to have to turn 
the ball over, they’re going to have to 
uncharacteristically throw some bad 
balls, miss a block, slip out of a route, 
things like that are going to have to 
take place to give us the opportunity 
to pull off what would be an unheard 
of upset.”
An “unheard of” upset. Never 
would you hear Rhoads — a man 
whose passion for his football team 
knows no bounds — consider the 
upset of a favored opponent as “un-
heard of.”
It is true that Iowa State has never 
beaten a team ranked as high as  
No. 6 in the nation — the highest-
ranked opponent beaten by the 
Cyclones was No. 7 — so Rhoads’ 
statement cannot necessarily be 
considered pessimism.
Sitting just one win away from 
bowl eligibility, Iowa State would like 
to end its home schedule with the 
biggest win in program history.
However, losing while still playing 
competitively against the Cowboys 
has positive implications for the 
Cyclones as well.
“That was a big decision for me, is 
just having to play all these big-time 
teams and playing in the Big 12 and 
playing teams that are top-ranked,” 
said quarterback Jared Barnett.
“I feel like this will be a good week 
for the guys that we’re recruiting to 
see what we can do and to see that 
they will have an opportunity to play 
against big-time teams whenever 
they come here.”
Of course, walking into the cage 
with the rabid bear on primetime 
television can serve as a boost to one 
of the heavily emphasized aspects of 
college football: recruiting.
You’re a high school prospect 
watching a school that’s recruiting 
you play neck-and-neck with the 
No. 2 team in the country in a game 
that’s being broadcast on ESPN, 
why wouldn’t you want to play for 
that team and work toward actually 
beating that school the next time the 
chance arises?
“This is one of things where you 
watch games on TV like this and you 
think, ‘Wow, I wish I was in that posi-
tion,’” said linebacker Jake Knott. 
“That’s no different now. You want to 
have that chance to play a team like 
this.”
Iowa State doesn’t have to win in 
order to get something out of Friday’s 
game, it just can’t get blown out with 
the spotlight beaming down on it.
To say that Iowa State has its 
work cut out for it as a 27.5-point 
underdog would be an understate-
ment of epic proportions. No, we 
don’t think there’s a great chance that 
Iowa State can pull off that “unheard 
of” upset.
But it may not even need to for it 
to be considered a win.
Show Your
Cyclone Pride
Sport CyGold!
In gold and silver - necklaces,
earrings and pins!
235 Main St. • 515.232.0678
www.gilgerdesigns.com
The only Cyclone Store you’ll ever need!
Iowa State Apparel by
Cutter & Buck
DOWNTOWN AMES 515.232.3261
DOWNTOWN MASON CITY  641.423.5222
Authentic Neapolitan Pizza
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Dan Tracy,	senior	reporter	
Primetime game presents greatest challenge
Photo:	Sue	Ogrocki/	
The	Associated	Press
Oklahoma State, ranked No. 2 in the 
nation, will pose a challenge for the 
Cyclones on Friday night.
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OSU	Defense ISU	Offense
Lewis
#11 - SLB
Nicholas
#89 - DT
Barnett
#16 - QB
Sept. 3
Iowa State 20
vs.
Northern Iowa 19
Sept. 10
Iowa State 44
vs.
Iowa 41
Friday, Sept. 16
Iowa State 24
@
Connecticut 20
Oct. 1
Iowa State 14
vs.
Texas 37 
Oct. 8
Iowa State 26
@
Baylor 49
Oct. 15
Iowa State 17
@
Missouri 52
Brown
#19 - CB
Jones
#99 - DE
Littlehead
#72 - DT
Blatnick
#50 - DE
Lavey
#45- MLB
Elkins
#37 - WLB
Martin
#10 - SS
Lowe
#8 - FS
Gilbert
#4 - CB
Bykowski
#71 - RT
Reynolds (Sr.)
#7 - WR
Hammerschmidt
#86 - TE
Osemele (Sr.)
#72 - LT
Tuftee
#64 - LG
Farniok
#74 - C
Hicks (Sr.)
#75 - RG
White
#8 - RB
Lenz
#19 - WR
Darks (Sr.)
#6 - WR
CO
W
B
O
YS
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OSU	Offense ISU	Defense
Youman
#86 - TE
Oct. 22
Iowa State 17
vs.
Texas A&M 33
Oct. 29
Iowa State 41
@
Texas Tech 7
Nov. 5
Iowa State 13
@
Kansas 10
Friday, Nov. 18
Oklahoma State
Ames, Iowa
7 p.m. 
Nov. 26
Oklahoma
at Norman, Okla.
7 p.m. 
Dec. 3
Kansas State
at Manhattan, Kan. 
11:30 a.m.
Anderson
#82 - WR
Taylor
#68 - RG
Martinez
#75 - LG
Adcock
#73 - RT
Blackmon
#81 - WR
Randle
#1 - RB
Bowie
#61 -LT
Garner
#74 - C
Staley
#9 - FB
Weeden
#3 - QB
Lattimer (Sr.)
#48 - LE
McDonough
#94 - DT
Ruempolhamer (Sr.)
#97 - NG
Neal (Sr.)
#91 - RE
Tau’fo’ou (Sr.)
#27 - SLB
Klein
#27 - MLB
Knott
#20 - WLB
Johnson (Sr.)
#23 - RCB
Reeves
#5 - LCB
Benton (Sr.)
#22 - SS
Washington
#10 - FS
CYCLO
N
ES
Photo Courtesy of ISU ALthetics
w w w . c i t y o f a m e s .
Be Smart. 
EcoSmart.
Ames Electric Services offers a Smart 
Energy Residential Efficient Lighting Rebate 
that pays you when fixtures or bulbs are 
replaced with more efficient ones.  The 
rebate covers part of the cost 
to help you upgrade to 
efficient lighting systems. 
EnergyStar-qualified light 
bulbs use less energy than 
standard incandescent bulbs 
and last longer.  The wattage 
reduction means savings on your 
electric bill.
Ames Electric Services customers can 
receive Smart Energy rebates for all sorts 
of energy-saving purchases including 
residential lighting, commercial 
lighting, appliances, air 
conditioners, new construction, 
and more.  
AMES 
SILVERSMITHING
D E S I G N E R S  &  G O L D S M I T H
220 Main Street   •   515-232-0080
www.amessilversmithing.com
No ordinary love...
no ordinary jewelry!
For the o e you love!
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File photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
Missouri tight end Michael Egnew tries to evade the tackle of ISU cornerback Leonard Johnson during the third quarter of Iowa State’s 
52-17 loss to Missouri on Oct. 15 at Columbia, Mo. Johnson had eight tackles, a tackle for loss and recovered a fumble for the Cyclones. 
Seniors to watch: Iowa State
CB	#23	
Leonard	
Johnson
5’10”,	202	pounds
Johnson	by	the	numbers
5: Career interceptions. Johnson 
had two each in his first two 
seasons. 
46: Games played as a Cyclone. 
The Clearwater, Fla., native has 
appeared in every game the 
Cyclones have played since his 
freshman season of 2008.
222: Total career tackles, 165 of 
which were solo. Johnson has 53 
tackles this season, ranking him 
No. 4 for the Cyclone defense.
319: Kickoff return yards on nine 
attempts against Oklahoma State 
in 2008, an NCAA FBS record.
Career	honors	and	awards
  2010 second-team All-Big 12
  2008 Rivals.com Freshman 
All-American
  Nov. 1, 2008, Big 12 Special 
Teams player of the week
Other	ISU	
seniors
Darius	Darks
WR	6
Darius	Reynolds
WR	7
Earl	Brooks
DB	17
Grant	Mahoney
K	21
Tyler	Petersen
WR	21
Ter’Ran	Benton
DB	22
Zach	Guyer
K	25
Michael	Romey
K	27
Patrick	Mulcahy
WR	36
Matt	Tau’fo’ou
LB	45
Dakota	
Zimmerman
LS	46
Jake	Lattimer
DE	48
Hayworth	Hicks
OL	75
Reid	
Branderhorst
TE	82
Patrick	Neal
DE	91
Stephen	
Ruempolhamer
DL	97
Show Student or Fa
culty ID & get
20%
off your purchase
*not valid on auto, 
motorcycle, truck o
r marine battery pu
rchases. Commerci
al
  purchase only. not
 valid with any othe
r offer.
retailer in Amesthat sells Cind bbags
ONLY
Cell Phones Laptops Cameras Cars
220 Airport Rd, Ames - 515-232-7101
EVERY BATTERY FOR EVERY NEED
DINE-IN  • CARRY-OUT • DELIVERY  |  OPEN LATE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE!
2402 Lincoln Way
On the Corner of Lincoln Way and Stanton
292-2321
DA
ILY
  S
PE
CI
AL
S BUY ANY 14” OR LARGER PIZZA AND GET A SECOND PIZZA OF THE SAME SIZE 
BUY ANY PIZZA, GET SMOTHARELLA STICKS OF THE 
SAME SIZE FREE!
GET TWO 12” 1 TOPPING PIZZAS, A 12”
SMOTHARELLA STICKS & A 2-LITER OF SODA $1895ONLY
BUY ANY 14” OR LARGER SPECIALTY PIZZA, GET 10” 
SMOTHARELLA STICKS FREE!THURSDAY
“FRIDAY FEAST” 14” SPECIALTY PIZZA PLUS A
14” ONE TOPPING PIZZA AND A 2 LITER SODA
FRIDAY
FREE!
$2495ONLY
WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY
MONDAY
Sun-Tues until 1:00am | Wed & Thurs until 2:30am | Fri & Sat until 3:30am
SATURDAY
SUN AY
GET A 16” TWO TOPPING PIZZA AND A 14” SMOTHARELLA 
STICKS
GET A 14” TWO TOPPING PIZZA AND 4 BOSCO 
CHEESE STICKS 
$1995 ONLY
$1395ONLY
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File photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Offensive lineman Kelechi Osemele blocks Texas A&M’s Spencer Nealy during the game Oct. 22. The Cyclones lost to the Aggies 33-17. Osemele has started 40 games in 
his ISU career , the most of anyone of the team.
Seniors to watch: Iowa State
LT	#72	
Kelechi	
Osemele
6’6”,	347	pounds
Osemele	by	the	numbers
1: Round Osemele was projected 
to be drafted in the 2012 NFL 
draft by ESPN.com, FoxSports.
com, CNNSI.com and NFL.com. 
19:	The pick at which CNNSI.com 
and NFL.com had Osemele going 
in the draft prior to this season.
40:	Games started as a Cyclone, 
the most of anyone on the team. 
Osemele has started every game 
in each of the last three seasons.
Career	honors	and	awards
  2011 Outland Trophy watch 
list
  2011 Preseason First-Team 
All-American and First-Team 
All-Big 12 (Phil Steele’s 
College Football Preview)
  2010 Honorable mention All-
Big 12 (AP, coaches)
  2009 Second-team All-Big 
12 (AP)
*17th fastest-growing community college in the nation
*Most undergraduates in the state of Iowa
*#1 transfer institution in Iowa
Everyone’s Coming to DMACC!*
And the #1 reason why you should attend DMACC . . .
Call or click:  
877-863-6222 (toll-free) ext. 2407
www.DMACC.edu
Find out more or call us for a personal tour of any DMACC 
campus (there are six of them, with one near you). 
DMACC is a great place to start.
New campus housing.
Scholarships and financial aid complement  
DMACC’s low tuition.
Seamless transfer with four-year colleges  
and universities.
Small class sizes taught by experienced faculty.
Free personalized tutoring.
Hundreds of online classes including the  
new Signature Series.
Preprofessional career tracks—Medicine,  
Engineering, Business and more.
Nationally accredited academic programs and facilities.
10 X
9 X
8 X
7 X
6 X
5 X
4 X
3 X
2 X
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Big	12	power	rankings
RK	(LW)		 Team		 Record		 Comment
The Cowboys are well on their way to the 
BCS National Championship game barring a 
catastrophic meltdown before then.
1.  (--)  Oklahoma St.  (10-0, 7-0))
All signs point to Bedlam (the Oklahoma-
Oklahoma State game) being the decider 
for the Big 12 Championship, as well as 
possibly a representative for the national 
championship game.
2.  (--) Oklahoma (8-1, 5-1)
A week after a 52-45 loss to Oklahoma 
State, the Wildcats withstood four over-
times in a nailbiting 53-50 at home against 
Texas A&M.
3. (--) Kansas State (8-2, 5-2) 
The Longhorns pounded Texas Tech and 
Kansas at home by a combined score of 
95-20 before being upset on the road at 
Missouri 17-5 last week.
4.  (--) Texas (6-3, 3-3)
The Tigers upset No. 16 Texas last week 
and will have two chances against Texas 
Tech and Kansas to become bowl eligible 
for the seventh consecutive season.
5. (--) Missouri (5-5, 3-4)
Robert Griffin III has finally descended back 
down to earth, as the Bears have finally 
returned to mediocrity in the Big 12.
6.  (+1) Baylor (6-3, 3-3)
Three straight losses have almost made 
the Aggies’ Big 12 farewell tour one to 
forget.
7.  (-1) Texas A&M (5-5, 3-4)
The Cyclones stand one win away from 
bowl eligibility with three weeks remaining, 
just like last year. That win will not come 
easy. It may not even come.
8.  (--) Iowa State (5-4, 2-4)
How did this team beat Oklahoma? From 
beating No. 2 three weeks ago, to losing 
107-13 the next two weeks.
9.(--) Texas Tech (5-5, 2-5) 
The Jayhawks had the Bears up against 
the wall last week, but couldn’t come 
away with their first conference win of the 
season.
10. (--) Kansas (2-8. 0-7) 
why the
daily?
We love Cyclone Fans!
ISD Ultimate
 Fan of the week!
Winner of the sport 
fanatic’s ISU cooler, 
full of tailgating 
goodies!
Sponsored by:
Stephany Gremmer
Congrats
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The best of the best: 
Chili dishes
Heat up your chilly Friday night tailgate with a dish all of your 
guests will love: chili. We tested recipes to find the best of each 
category and these are sure to please.
  1 pound ground beef
  1 1/2 onions, chopped
  1 15-ounce can chili 
beans
  1 qt tomato juice
  1 pint whole 
tomatoes
  Chili powder
  Salt and pepper
1. Brown the ground 
beef in a large sauce pan over 
medium-high heat. 
2. Add the onion and cook until 
softened
3. Add the remaining ingredi-
ents, bring to a boil, then lower 
the heat and let simmer for 
about 1 hour. 
The best traditional chili
Photo: Claire 
Powell/
AmesEats 
Flavors
  2 15-ounce cans Great 
Northern Beans or Navy 
Beans, drained
  32 ounce box chicken stock
  1/2 stick butter
  1 tablespoon minced garlic
  3/4 cup diced onion
  1 4 ounce can mild fire 
roasted diced green chiles
  1/3 of a 2-ounce can hot fire-
roasted diced chiles (more 
for spicier chili)
  1 teaspoon cumin
  1 teaspoon coriander
  1 tablespoon dried 
oregano
  1 tablespoon 
ground black 
pepper
  Pinch of red pepper 
flakes
  1/2 bunch cilantro leaves, 
chopped
  4 ounces cream cheese
The best white chili
Photo: 
Claire Power/ 
AmesEats Flavors
1. Finely chop chicken breast 
and cook in a large frying pan. 
Drain and set aside. 
2. Put the beans in a large pot 
with the chicken stock and bring 
to a boil. 
3. In a saucepan, heat butter 
over medium heat. Add the 
garlic, onion and chiles and 
saute for 5 minutes. Add this to 
the beans.
4. Add 
the chicken, cumin, coriander, 
pepper, red pepper flakes 
and cilantro. Lower the heat 
to medium and cook, stirring 
occasionally, for approximately 1 
1/2 hours.
5. Cut the cream cheese into 
chunks and add it gradu-
ally to the pot, stirring until it is 
incorporated.
6. Serve hot and 
enjoy.
online
™ More	of	the	best:
Find more chili  
recipes online at  
ameseatsflavors.com
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west location
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543
open 24 hours a day   n   7 days a week   n   two convenient locations
Gas 2 Convenient Locations!636 Lincoln Way 515.232.0856 4018 W. Lincoln Way515.268.3101See store for special savings with a Hy-Vee grocery receipt.
$2.99
Family Size Doritos, Tostitos, 
or Cheetos 
14.5 - 22 oz. | select varieties
EMPLOYEE OWNED
$15.99
Keystone  Light 
30 pack cans | select varieties
Your Game Day  
Favorites
15% off 
ISU Clothing and Merchandise
AMES HY-VEE ONLY
11.00
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